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FOREWORD

This handbook describes procedures for measuring compliance

with EPA's Noise Emission Standards, which set limits on the

noise of locomotives, switcher locomotives, rall cars, active

retarders, car-coupllng impacts, and locomotive load cell test

stands.

The Federal Railroad Administration will be promulgating

compliance regulations in the near future for enforcement of

the EPA Emission Standards. This handbook specifically addresses

noise measurement procedures and is directed towards compliance

officers, railroad personnel, local residents, and others to

permit an assessment of the noise emissions from a railyard.
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1. INTRODUCTION

I.I Background

On 4 January 1980, the Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA) published a final rule in the F_deraZ Register (45FE1252)

revising 40CPR Part 201, Noise Emission Standards for Transporta-

tion Equipment; Interstate Rail Carriers. This regulation

incorporates the noise emission standards for locomotives and

rail oars, originally promulgated on 31 December 1975 (41FR2184),

as well as noise emission standards for four specific noise

sources occurring within railyards: active retarders, car-

coupling impacts, switcher locomotives, and locomotive load cell

test stands. This particular rule, which sets standards for

source noise emissions, is considered the first of two parts.

The second part, the property line noise standard, is scheduled

for promulgation in January 1981.

The purpose of this handbook is to provide guidelines and

step-by-step procedures for measuring compliance with these

specific standards. Th_s handbook is directed at compliance

officers, railroad personnel, local residents, and other con-

cerned individuals interested in assessing whether or not the

noise emissions from a particular railyard facility exceed

the regulatory levels. In recognition of the varied backgrounds

of potential users, the handbook has been written to permit

persons without much experience in noise measurements to follow

the various procedures for determining compliance with the

regulation.

1.2 Overview of Standards

The Interstate Rail Carrier Noise Emission Standards apply

to stationary and moving locomotives, switcher locomotives, moving
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rail cars, retarders, car-coupllng operations, and locomotive

load cell test stands. Table i summarizes the standards for

these noise sources. As can be seen from the table, the stan-

dards can be separated into those that apply at 30 m (i00 ft)

from the particular noise source, and those that apply on

receiving property.

Three measurement procedures are included in the regulation

as follows:

1. Measurement at a 30 m (100 ft) distance of the noise

from locomotive and tall car operations and loco-

motive load cell test stands;

2. Measurement on receiving property of retarder and

oar-coupling noise;

3. Measurement on receiving property of locomotive

load cell test stand and switcher locomotive noise.

The three procedumes are necessary because different noise

measures are associated with the various standards. For

measurements at 30 m (100 ft), the maximum sound level (Lma x)
is determined and compared wlth the standard. For retarder

a*_d car-coupling operations, the adjusted average maximum sound

level (Ladj ave max )* is measured on receiving property and

compared with the standard. _inally, for locomotive load cell

test stands and switcher locomotives, the statistical sound

level exceeded 90% of the time (LgQ) is measured on reoelvlng

property and compared with the standard.

*The adjusted average maximum sound level is the energy average
of the measured maximum sound levels, adjusted to one measure-

; ment per minute.

L
i
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TABLE I. SUMMARY OF NOISE STANDARDS, 40 CFR PART 201.

Piragraph IIntse Standard -
and A-We1_htnd

Section Noise Source Sound Level in =B flOfSe Measure* Measurement Location

AI_ l_omm_tf.uea b_:nuZ_I_ad o.
or 8*#_oz'J 31 _aemba_ 1M3 _r

2(;I,11(m} Stltlon&r_, X4_ 73 Lm_ _.11aw) !0 m {ZOO it)
_mtt_.Bg

20L.ZZ(_) 5tasLon&iT, AI/ O_ber C13 Lr_x (_Low} 30 m (1G_ f;_

NI_ z._aomo_u_a Ma,_;h_r_,ed
A_:er J1 CeoJmb*m Zf#?9t

201.IS(b) _t_Lon&ry, S_e Tn:et_le 70 t {_!owl __I}m (ZoO _t)
Ne:tLnfi

20bli(b) _tltlor._ry, ,_l Other _7 * (elovl 30 m {IO0 £tJ
T_t l_ S_ttlng_ _m_x

20L12(b) M_vin_ 90 Lm_ _f_t) _o m ll_o rt)

o_h_r ,_oc,motY.ua Nc'_#

20l,ZZ{c) _t_ticr,_r¥, _41e _rottle 70 L I_!ov) _0 m (i0_ £t)
SettLnE

2Ol,ig(:) St_ti_n_r¥, All Ot_.er 87 L ax (_Zov) SO = [lO_ £t)

20LLS Hovlng _t S_e_dl o_ h5 m_h NN L (£a.t) 10 m (i00 ft)

201.1S M_vln_{ _.= Lp_e_a Greater 93 L (fast) 30 m (lO0 ft_
_ln _S m_ me.*

Oth#r Y:a'd _qu_pmant _md

2Ol.l_ _a=_r_era _ LadJ ave m_x

_OJ.*_._ C_-_u_lln_ C_eratlon_ 9_ La_J _v_ max _e_eivln£ Property

201,L6 Zoo,_m_t(ue _ CCZ,__eat

L_o_tip¢ _oad Ce_S t;p_a.

F_ £_'_it# O_ 65 L,_ (f_.t ) _e_eivin(; Property

2OZ,16(b) Secozl_arM St_d_rd If SO-m 65 Ll_ (fa_t} Be=eivln_ Property
N_'e_ent ]lot Feaalb_e Lo_ated mot4 thl_

120 m from _ati C_IZ

II.a_ • MaxLmt_m _o_ ZeveZ; LH • Statlstic_ 10_d level ex_eede_ _0_ of %be tlm_; L_d_ ave _x • :,dJ_s_ed

_e|e io_=e_ wer_ r_gul_te_ i_ =he orlgln_l i]_ December 197S) re_tLl_ic_,

I¢_p_gffca_|oh of "Z'alt" _.e_Le:t# _ _orx'eet_n to the re_xZltlon, Se_ footnote, p, I_,
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Noise levels are measured with either "fast" or "slow"

meter response on the sound level meter, as shown on Table i.

Slow response is used for all 30 m (100 ft) measurements of

stationary sources (all stationary locomotives and locomotive

load cell test stands). For all 30 m (lO0 ft) measurements of

moving sources (all locomotives and rail cars), and all measure-

merits made on receiving property, fast response is used.*

Table 1 shows that the standard for each noise source applies

either at 30 m (100 ft) or on receiving property, except for

locomotive load cell test stands and switcher locomotives, which

have values listed for both the 30 m (100 ft) distance and

receiving property. For these two noise sources, the receiving

property measurement is used as a trigger; i.e., measurements

are obtained on receiving property, and only if the receiving

property limit is exceeded are compliance measurements obtained

at the 30 m (100 ft) distance and compared to the standard. The

regulation also permits measurement of the noise from locomotive

load cell test stands on receiving property more than 120 m

(400 ft) from the test stand, if site conditions at 30 m (100 ft)

from the test stand do not permit compliance measurements to be

obtained at that distance.

1.3 Organization of Handbook

The next section briefly highlights the major sources of

sound found in and around a railroad yard. Section 3 provides

detailed procedures for conducting compliance measurements for

*This discussion concerning the use of fast and slow response,
as well as the procedures throughout this handbook, reflect
the requirements of the regulation as modified by a Technical
Amendment scheduled for promulgation in January 1981. Thls
amendment is designed to correct certain typographical errors
in the published regulation, dealing with selection of fast
vs slow response.
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each of the standards included in the regulation. Included in

this section are step-by-step techniques, as well as several

examples illustrating the procedures. Section 4 provides addi-

tional examples and prae$isal measurement hints.

Blank copies of the various log sheets and work sheets are

provided in Appendix A. As an aid to the user of this handbook

who may be unfamiliar with conducting noise measurements,

Appendix B provides a brief background discussion Of the basics

of sound, followed _n Appendix C by a discussion of the use of

sound level meters.

)

5
h
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2. RAILROAD SOUND SOURCES

The sounds that are observed in the vicinity of a railroad

yard are extremely varied in terms of their amplitude, frequency,

and time characteristics. Since the different measurement pro-

cedures incorporated within the noise emission regulation were

developed to handle the varied time characteristics of the

different tall sources covered by the regulations, these sources

will be categorized in this section by their time character-

istics.

In broad terms, the sounds from a railyard can be classi-

fied into those that do not change appreciably with time

(steady-state sounds), and those that do change with time

(time-varying sounds). In real-world situations, completely

steady-state sounds rarely exist; even if the sound energy

output of a mechanical device was constant wish time, propaga-

tion path effects would cause the signal received at the

microphone to vary with time. Thus, several of the tall sources

will fall within a classification of "nearly" steady state.

Time-varying sources range from sources whose noise levels

vary quite slowly with time to those that vary abruptly with

time.

2.1 Nearly Steady-State Railroad Sources

Included in this category are stationary devices with fairly

constant sound energy output, such as stationary locomotives,

stationary switcher locomotives, and locomotive load cell test

stands. Figure 1 shows several time-history tracings for such

sources. The primary noise source Is the diesel englne, which
generates sound over a fairly wide range of frequencies. The

particular noise level observed depends primarily upon the throttle

setting at which the locomotive is being operated.
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2.2 Time-Varying Railroad Sources

Time-varying sources whose noise levels change fairly

slowly with time include moving locomotives, moving switcher

locomotives, and moving rail cars. For these sources, noise

levels increase as the moving vehicles approach the observer,

reach a maximum at the closest point of approach, and then

decrease as the vehicles pass by. For moving locomotives and

moving switcher locomotives, the primary source of noise is

again the diesel engine, while for, moving rail cars, the major

noise source is the wheel/tall interface. Figure 2 illustrates

the tlme-hlstory pattern of these sources.

Time-varylng sources whose noise levels change rather

abruptly include retarders and oar-coupllng operations. For

both of these sources, A-welghted noise levels _ay increase

dramatically (20 to 30 dB) in a fraction of a second above the

previous background level. The noise levels from retarders,

generated as the wheels of the rail oars are clamped by the

retarders, are perceived as hlgh-pitched squeals, Most of the

sound energy in retarder squeals are concentrated in the 2,000

to 4,000 HZ region.

As cars couple, the resulting impacts generate hlgh-level,

short-duration noises over the entire audible frequency range,

but with much energy in the low-frequency portion of the spectrum.

Figure 3 and 4 contain sample time-hlstory traces for retarder

squeals and car-coupllng impacts, respectively.
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3. PROCEDURES FOR COMPLIANCE MEASUREMENTS

3,1 Selection of Measurement Sites and Times

3.1.1 Where to measure

Compliance measurements are obtained either at a 30 m (1O0

ft) distance from specific railroad sources or on receiving

property. The noise of stationary locomotives, moving locomo-

tlvess and moving rail cars is measured at 30 m (100 ft), while

the noise of retarders and car-coupling operations is measured

on receiving property.

The noise of stationary switcher locomotives and locomotive

lead cell test stands is initially measured on receiving property;

if the noise emission limits for these sources are exceeded,

measurements are then obtained for compliance determination at

30 m (100 ft) from stationary switchers, moving switchers, and

locomotive load cell test stands. Thus, the property llne mea-

surements of the noise of s_atlonary switcher locomotives and

locomotive load cell test stands serve as a "trigger" mechanism.

Noise measurements on railroad property of these sources need not

be obtained if the receiving property noise levels are below the

limits in the regulation. However, if the receiving property

nolse levels are in excess of the limits, compliance with the

standards must be Judged by measuring the noise levels at the

30 m (100 ft) distance.

Further, for locomotive load cell test stands, in the event

that the site conditions at 30 m (100 ft) from the test stand

do not permit measurements to be obtained, compliance with the

locomotive load cell test stand noise standards Is. Judged by

obtaining noise measurements on receiving property more than

120 m (400 ft) from the test stands. The various measurement site

location requirements for the individual railroad sources are

summarized in Table 2.

12
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TABLE2. SUMMARYOF MEASUREMENTLOCATIONREQUIREMENTS.

Source MeasurementLocation
r_

Stationary Locomotives

Moving Locomotives 30 m (iO0 f%)

Moving Rail Cars

Retarders I Receiving Property
Car Coupling Operatlons q

Stationary Switcher }

Locomotives
Recefving Property

Locomotive Load Cell, [
Test St 8Jads l

If Limit is Exceeded

Stationary Switcher 1

Locomotives

Moving Switcher
Locomotives 30m (i00 ft)I

Locomotive Load Cell I
Test Stands If Test Stand Measurement

Site is Unacceptable

Locomotive Load Cell 1
Test Stands t >120 m (400 ft) on

! Receiving Property

13
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With regard to measurement at the 30 m (i00 ft) distance,

Fig. 5 illustrates the measurement location relative to the

specific noise source being measured. Criteria with regard to

site conditions at the 30 m (100 ft) measurement location are

discussed in Sec. 3.3.1.

For measurements on receiving property, specific measure-

ment locations should be selected on the basis of some under-

standing of the types of activities conducted at the railyard,

the location within the yard of specific noise sources and

activities, and the presence of other noise sources that might

interfere with the measurements. Quite often, discussion with

local residents will provide insight into areas in the vicinity

of the yard at which the noise of specific sources is likely to

be observed. Selection of specific measurement locations is

not, therefore, a haphazard, random, or necessarily speedy process.

The individual interested in obtaining compliance measurements

should plan to spend anywhere from several hours to perhaps a

full day observing railyard operations, pinpointing on a map the

location of specific sources and activities, and simply listening

to the noise environment at a number of locations around the yard.

Armed with some knowledge of the yard's activities and the In-

formation gained from discussion with local residents and sur-

veillance of the yard itself, the reader can select receiving

property measurement locations appropriate for measurement of

the sources under consideration (i.e., where the highest noise

levels could be expected from these sources).

The regulation defines "receiving property" as "any resl-

dentlal or commercial property that receives the sound from

railroad facility operations, .... " Residential and commercial

property are defined in the regulation according to various

standard land use codes. The portion of Sec. 201.1 that provides

specific details of these definitions is reproduced below.

14
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No;se
Source

FIG. 5, MEASUREMENTSITELOCATIONAND TEST SITECLEARANCEREQUIREMENTSFOR
30m (100 ft) MEASUREMENTS,

15
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3.1.2 When to measure

Anytime. The regulatlon places no restriction on the hours

during which measurements may be obtained. Since at many rail-

yards activities occur on a 24-hr basis, measurements may be

obtained at any time of the day or night and on any day of the

week or weekend.

3.1.3 Interfering noises

For both 30 m (i00 ft) and receiving property measurements,

the reader must always be aware of the noise of other sources

which could adversely affect the compliance determination. At

30 m (100 ft), other railyard equipment may interfere with the

desired measurements; on receiving property, interfering sources

might include traffic, aircraft, garden equipment, or TV/radio/

hi-fi equipment. When interfering sources are intermittent (such

as occasional aircraft), it may be possible to conduct compliance

measurements between the extraneous noises.

Beth the 30 m (100 ft) measurement procedure and the pro-

cedure for measuring retarder and car-coupllng sounds specify

that background noise levels be at least l0 dB below the rail-

yard source level being measured. The procedure for measuring

the noise of stationary switcher locomotives and locomotive

load cell test stands involves measurement of the total noise

environment and then testing to ensure that a nearly steady state

environment has been measured. These requirements on the bask-

ground noise at a measurement position emphasize the importance

of careful selection of location and time of compliance measure-

ment, based on knowledge of yard sources and activity and site

characteristics.

17
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3.2 General Documentation Requirements

Explicit requirements for documentation for standards other

than the locomotive and tall car standards will be defined in

the forthcoming compliance regulations to be promulgated by the

Federal Railroad Administration (FRA). The FEA promulgated

compliance regulations for locomotives and tall cars on 23 August

1977 (42 FR 42343). Guidelines for the type of informatdon that

should be collected and documented are provided in the following:

i. General Information. This includes the date, time, and

location of the measurements, as well as the name of the indi-

vidual conducting the measurements.

2. Noise Source Identification. Identify the specific

rail noise source being measured (including serial number),

as well as other noise sources (rail or nonrail) that may be

observed at the measurement site during the measurements.

3. Site Conditions. Describe the ground cover, presence

of buildings or other obstacles in the vicinity of the measure-

ment microphone, and obstacles that shield the noise source from

view, etc. A photograph of the site and the noise source being

measured, as taken from the measurement location, would also be

helpful.

4. Map of Area. The map should show the location of the

various noise sources contributing to the noise environment, the

location of the measurement microphone, and other site char-

acteristics that would be useful to document.

5. Measurement Equipment. List the type and serial number

of all the noise measurement equipment utilized.
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6. Callbra_ion Information. Document the calibration

level of the noise instrumentation at the beginning and conclu-

sion of the measurements. If the measurements occur over an

extended period of time, several calibrations should be performed

and documented.

7. Weather Conditions. Measure and document the tempera-

furs, relative humidity, wind conditions, and sky conditions

(sunny, hazy, cloudy, etc.) at frequent intervals during the

measurements.

3.3 Source Measurements at 30 m (100 ft) Distance

The information described in this seotlon applies to mea-

surement of the noise levels due to stationary locomotives,

moving locomotives, and moving rail cars. This information

also applies to the measurement of the noise levels due to

stationary switcher locomotives, moving switcher locomotives,

and locomotive load cell test stands, if measurement of the

noise of stationary switcher locomotives and/or locomotive

lead cell test stands on receiving property exceed the receiving

property source standards for these sources.

3.3.1 Criteria for site conditions, weather conditions, and

background noise i

These orlterla are designed to ensure that the noise levels

measured by the measurement microphone are not unduly Influenced

by the conditions at the site itself, effects due to weather,

or the noise of other sources in the vicinity of the microphone.

Reproduced below from Sec. 201.23 are the specific criteria

governing measurements at the 30 m (i00 ft) distance.
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|201.23 're,t site,weatherCOnditionsand (B)The maximum A-weighted fast
i_ackarOmldriots@ctftettafor measurement respo/tJe_oLl_dlevel tJb_ervedat lhe
mta30 meter(100 tnt) _lst_nceof the testsite Immediately be_re end after
nol#otramtacoma(lyeandrW4car thetestshall be at IoQst10dB A) below
operntlonsaMdtacoma(lyetoadceil tie( the level measured durtMgthe OBI,For
isrertds, the ocornotiveend £atl car p_zas-bytests

[a) 1'heBt,and_rd te,msite _hall be thisrequJromenlapplJeJbefore and _.r_e;
such_h_tthe |ocoznotl'_oaT I_a_r_ the trainconteininBthe re[lingstock to
radlate_ sound into e free i'leldoverthe be tamedhaspassed,This bncEground
8ro.nd plane, This conditionmay De soundlevel measurementshall thcl.de
consideredfulnlled if theteatsite the cozz_hutionfrom the opera(tonof
convist,_at an open sp_cef_eeof le_e, the IoQdca[l, If any, |nclt_dl;_,_IDad cel|
aouzzdr_ectthg objects,suchas contributiondLzrthgto(t,
barriers, hi|l_, _lgnboa_B,p_'ked (5) Noise measurementsmay only he
vehicles, lucerne(tree or rail car_ on madel] the measuredwind ve|oclty ta
adjacent tracks, bddsesor buildlnp _9.3krrq_ (12 rnph)or leas,Gu,t wind
withtn theboundaries describedby measurementsof up to 33.2kmJhr |20
Figure 1, uswell ae con(armsto the mph)area_owed,
other requirementsel'this § 201.23,

(b_ Within the complete test _ite, the
top of st least onerail uponwhich the
iocomoltve or train le locatedth_ll he !
visible (line of sight) from a position1.2
me_ere(4 tee() above the 8rour_det the
mlc.'ophonelocation, except es provided
[nparagraph c ol'thlsBection.

(c] Ground coverau_ha_ vegetation,
_enc_poets,small trees telephonepoles,
etc., shall be limited within theareain
the teat et_abetween the vehicle under
test _ndthe reentering microphonesuch
that 00 p0rcentof thelop of at ]e_aione
rail Qlon8the entir_ lestsectionof trsck
be visible from a pos0Jan1Jzme(era(4
?eeOabove the 8round at ti|e
microphonelocation; exceptthat no
single ohst_ction eh_ll accounttar more
than 5 percentof the Iota! allownhle
ohstruclton.
(d)T/_e_Im_ndelevation at the

microphonelocation shall bewithin plea
1.5 meters(5 feel| or minus3.0 meters
(10feet| of the elevationof(he top of the
rail at theZocetionin-linewith th¢
microphone.

(e) Within the test site,the_ac_ ahall
exhibit leasthan u2 degreecurveor n
r_d_ue or'curve(aregreeter than 873
meters 2,i]65J'eet),Thla paragraphshall
not _pply during a stationary test.The
track shallbe tie end ballast, free of
special trackwore andbridgesor
treet2ee,

(i_Meeeuremenleeha]Inot hemade
dude8 precipitation.
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Paragraphs (a), (b), (c), and (d) define site conditions to

minimize the possibility of undue reflection, absorption, and/or

shielding occurring within the test site that could affect the

measurement at the microphone. Paragraph (s), which limits the

radius of curvature of the track and the track construction, is

included to eliminate the possibility that the noise level genera-

ted by moving locomotives or rail ears is influenced by the track

itself. Paragraphs (f) and (h) put restrictions on the weather

conditions during which measurements may be made. Again, this

is to ensure the integrity of the measured noise levels.

Paragraph (g) requires that the sound level observed at the

test site before and after the tests be at least lO dB below the

level measured during the test. As described in Appendix B of

this handbook, if the background noise levels are withln I0 dB of

the levels measured during the test, the measured levels would

include the contribution of bhe background noise. This require-

ment is included to ensure that the noise levels measured are

due solely to the railroad noise source being tested for com-

pliance.

3.3.2 Measurement procedures

The procedures listed in the following section are applic-

able to the measurement at 30 m (i00 ft) of the noise of moving

and stationary locomotives and switcher locomotives, moving

rail oars, and locomotive load cell test stamds. The procedures

are generalized to include all of the sources, with comments

concerning specific procedures for specific sources included

as appropriate.

21
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Step I. Select Measurement Location. For moving locomo-

tives, switcher locomotives, and rail cars, the measurement

location selected is on a llne perpendicular to the track, at

a point 30 m (i00 ft) from the track eenterllne (see Fig. 5).

For stationary locomotives, stationary switcher locomotives, and

locomotive load cell test stands, the microphone location must,

in addition, be at the longitudinal midpoint of the locomotive.

Survey the site to determine compliance with the site criteria

discussed previously. Observe weather conditions to determine

whether the weather criteria are also met. Identify the presence

of other sources that might interfere with the desired compliance

measurements. Make an initial assessment of whether the back-

ground noise is sufficiently low to permit the compliance measure-

ments (by spot-checklng on a sound level meter, or by simply

listening to the noise environment at the site in the absence

of the source under consideration). For measurement of the

noise of moving locomotives, moving switcher locomotives, and

moving railears, observe the track condition to ensure that the

track is reasonably well maintained.

Step 2. Set Up Measurement Equgpment. Assemble the instru-

mentation in accordance with the manufacturer's recommendations

and instructions. Position the microphone 1.2 m (4 ft) above

the ground. Check all connections, and test the power supplies

of all equipment that is battery operated,

Step 3. Calibrate Instrumentation. Following the manu-

facturer's instructions, use a calibrator of known acoustic

output to ca31brate the measurement system. Note on the log
sheet the time and level of calibration.

22
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S_ep 4. Measure Noise Levels. Using the A-weighting scale

and the fast meter response, measure the maximum sound level

occurring immediately before the test, and tabulate on the log

sheet. During the test, do not stand between the microphone

and the source under test. Either Type 1 or Type 2 sound level

meter may be used (Type 1 is preferred, however).

4.a Stationary Zooomo_iue8, stationary switohe_ _oeomotivee,

and Zooomotive Zoad ce_Z test atands. Using the A-weighting

scale and the s]ow meter response, observe the sound level

meter for 30 see after the test throttle settings are

established. Tabulate the maximum sound level observed

during that period on the log sheets. During these tests,

all cooling fans are to be operating.

4.b Moving rag_ oars. Using the A-weighting scale and

fast meter response, observe the sound level meter as the

train passes by, After the locomotives have passed a

distance of 152,4 m (500 ft) or l0 rail cars beyond the

measurement microphone, and no other locomotives are

located within the same distance of the measurement point,

the maximum sound level that occurs during the rail car

passby shall be noted on the log sheets. The noise levels

are not to be recorded if brake or wheel squeal is present;

if this occurs, the measurements should be repeated.

_,o MOVing Zosomotlvee and switoher looomotivee, Using

the A-welghtlng scale and the fast meter response, observe

the sound level as the locomotive approaches and passes

the mlerophone location. The maximum noise level observed

shall be noted on the log sheet.

23
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Using the A-weighting scale and the fast meter response,

measure the sound level immediately after the test and verify

that the before and after background sound levels are at least

l0 dB below the levels measured during the test.

Step 6. Calibrate Instrumentation. After the test, cali-

brate the instrumentation in the same manner as performed in

step 3 above. If the meter indicates a significantly different

reading than the initial calibration (_reater than _ i dB), a

malfunction in instrumentation may have occurred (particularly

if the time between initial and final calibrations is within

1 to 2 hr). Determine the cause of the malfunction, and repeat

the measurements if necessary.

Step 6. Disassemble Equipment.

Step ?. Maintain Deeumeatation. During steps 1 through 6

above, document essential items wherever possible.

A suggested log sheet is provided in Fig. 6 with space

available to document several of the items discussed in Sec. 3.2

above. Figure 7 is an example of a sample log sheet filled out

for the measurement of a moving locomotive.

3.4 Source Measurements on Receiving Property

The procedures in this section are applicable to measure-

ments of the noise of retarders and car-coupling operations for

compliance determination, measurements of the noise of station-

ary switcher locomotives and locomotive load cell test stands

prior to conducting compliance measurements at 30 m (100 ft)

from the sources, and measurement of the noise of locomotive

load cell test stands on receiving property more th_n 120 m

(400 ft) from the stand when 30 m (100 ft) measurements are not

possible.
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1. Enter the position (address or position number), your name,

the day and date, and the type and serial number of the

measurement instrumentation on the Leg Sheet.

2. Enter the calibration level at the start of the measurements,

and the time at which the measurement period begins.

3. For each measurement, enter the time of measurement, an

event number, and the source type and serial number of each

source being measured.

4. Measure the maximum A-weighted sound level (fast for moving

sources, slow for stationary sources).

5. Enter the measured sound level and whether fast or s]ow

meter dynamics were utilized.

6. At the conclusion of the measurements enter the end time,

and the calibration level.

7. Enter met@orological data oh the Log Sheet, and draw a simple

sketch of the measurement site includinz_ microohone location,

location of noise source(s) measured, etc.

FIG, 6a. INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF "LOG SHEET FOR SOURCE NOISE MEASUREMENTS
AT 30 m (100 ft)."

i
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POSITION ENGR TIME: BEGIN ENO

DAY OATS CAL: BEGIN , END ,

HIC; TYPE SN . _RY BULB WETBULB
SLY: TYPE..___._SN . REL,HUM_, SKY

CALIS: TYP_ SN WI_D SPEED DIRECTION

_OTES_D SKETCH: WEATHERCCNOITIONSMET_ Yes[ _ No_ ]

MICROPHONEPO_ITIO_M_T_Yes{ ] No[]

Tlma Event Source Serial Fair/
No. No. LMox Si_ COMMEt,,_rs

FIG. 6b. LOG SHEETFOR SOURCENOISEMEASUREMENTSAT 30 m (100 ft).

1
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LOG SHEET FOR SOURCENOISE

MEASUREMENTSAT 30 METERS (iOO P_)

POSITION,. _ ENGR _4, _/_I'/"H TIME: BEGIN o_'oo END //30

DAY _.1 DATE _., ,_l°/?-o°0 CAL: BEGIN I/V.o END (IV.F

MIC: TYPE _.d I) SN I_.3_ "L DRY BULB _"I_° _BT BULB _0 °

ELM: TYPE, _l_-b SN _-.-t./_/ REL.HUMO. SKY OQB3_-e.._£T

CA!.IB: TYPE _.Ob SN .%V(,_/O glrio SPEED _'- DIRECTION

NOTESAND SNL'TCH: UEATHERCONDITIONS MET: Yes[_]' No[ ]

_(, p/_@ _" _b_ MICROPHONE POSITION MET: YesZ_f No[ ]

,,,l_o p'r.

Tlme Event Eource Eerl_l Fret/ INo. No, LMax Blow CCh,tME/_S

I
08'00 P_'cK_ JNb (;_ F qui,;"r A--r THe.(SI'/'C_ o_._-A,b,,,_,

,,_ q_Z,I4,.
O_'.ZO I _<..-S _"Z_._ 8 _ F" SPe'z'Z,._, .z.,,,,_,,,_

FIG, 7. EXAMPLE OF USE OF LOG SHEET.
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3.4.1 Criteria for site conditions and weather conditions

Site conditions and weather conditions allowable during

receiving property measurements are defined in Sec. 201.25 and

reproduced below.

andthatnoexteriorwa[Iofa residential
| 291,2aMiimuBzment locationan¢l orcommercialstructureIs located
wlam|r ¢ondtnonstoemlaetummentoil within2,0metersfagfeet}of the
t'eeelvmgproplnyoftim.elm*of microphone,If thereddenlin]etn_cture.*fmileri,eareoupline,I"eomotlv*load
_ll test|tafld_ _ staoo.ery is n farmhome,measurementsmustbe
to"emoUveL made2.0tozaometers(a,ato 33.3feetl

(e) Meesuremenlsmustbe conducted fromanyexterior we[h
only at receivin8propertymeasurement {c)No measurementmaybe mode
locations, when theaverage windvelocity durin8

(hiMeasurement]ecru[Ionson theperiodofmeasurementexceedsso.3
receJvJn8propertymustbe selected such km/hr (12mph] or when the maximum
that nosubetnntinl]yverticalpthne wind gustvelocity exceeds32.2km/hr
outface,otherthane residentialor (20mph).

[d] Nomeasurementmaybe takencommercial unit wail or facility
boundarynoise battler,that exceeds a.2 when precipitation,e.S.,rein,anew,
meters (4 feet] in heightIs locatedwithin sleet, orhall, is occur*in8.
:tOmeters(_3,3feet]of the microphone

Paragraph (a) restricts noise measurements to "receiving property

measurement locations." These locations are defined in more

detail in Sec. 3.1. Paragraph (b) limits the presence of verti-

cal obstructions (that exceed 1,2 m or ?4 ft in height) within

l0 m or 33.3 ft of the microphone, Excluded from this constraint

is a facility boundary noise barrier or the wall of a rezidential

or commercial unit. If such a residential or commercial unit

wall is present, the measurement microphone must be located st

least 2 m (6.6 £t) away from the wall. If a farm home is the

residential structure on the receiving property, noise measure-

ments are constrained to between 2.0 and 10.0 m (6.6 and 33,3 ft)

from any wall of the residential structure.

Paragraphs (e) and (d) define the weather conditions during

which measurements may occur so that adverse weather conditions

do not unduly affect the noise measured at the microphone,
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3.4.2 Measurement procedures for retarder and car-coupling noise

The procedures that follow are applicable to the measure-

ments on receiving property of the noise of retarders and car-

coupling operations. The procedures are nearly identical for

both sources; specific differences are highlighted where they

Occur.

Step 1. Select Measurement Location. For measurement of

the nolse of both retarder and car-coupllng impacts, the measure-

ment location must he on receiving property (see Sec. 3.1 for a

definition of receiving property and guidelines for selecting

suitable locations). For car-coupling impact measurements only,

the receiving property measurement location must be at least

30 m (i00 ft) from the centerline of the nearest track on which

car couplings occur and are measured. Note that the measure-

ment location may be closer than 30 m (I00 ft) from tracks on

which ear couplings occur if the noise of these coupling impacts

is not included in the noise measurements acquired at the

selected measurement location. Survey the site to determine

compliance with site criteria discussed above. Observe weather

conditions to determine whether the weather criteria are also

met. Identify the presence of other sources that might interfere

with the desired compliance measurements.

Step 2. S_t Up Neaewrement Zqugpm_nt. Assemble the instru-

mentation in accordance with the manufacturer's recommendations

and instructions. Position the microphone between l.g and 1.5 m

(4 and 5 ft) above the ground, and in accordance with the manu-

facturer's recommendations in order to ensure Type 1 or Type 2

performance. Check all connections and test the power supply of

all equipment that is battery operated.

29
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Step 3. OaZibrate Instrumentation. Following the manu-

facturer's instructions, use a calibrator of known acoustic

output to calibrate the measurement system. Note on the log

sheets the time and level of the calibration.

Step 4. Measure Noise LeveZe. Noise levels are to be

measured using the A-welghting scale and the fast meter response

with either a Type I or Type 2 sound level meter (Type 1 is pre-

ferred, however). During the test, no one may stand between the

microphone and the noise source being measured. Further, the

manufacturer's recommendations concerning the positioning of

people relative to the microphone must be followed in order to

ensure Type 1 or Type 2 performance.

4.a Note on a log sheet the time at which measurements

begin.

4.b For each retarder or car-coupllng sound, read the

maximum A-welghted sound level (fast) that occurs during

each sound, and note the level on a log sheet. Retarder

and car-coupllng sounds are defined as sounds that are

heard and identified as either retarder or car-coupling

sounds, and that cause the sound level to increase by at

least lO dB above the level observed immediately before

the sound. Thus, the background noise level should be

continuously monitored on the sound level meter and kept

in mind so that the maximum sound level observed for a

particular retarder or car-coupllng sound can be compared

to this background level. If this maximum sound level is

at least l0 dB above the background level, it qualifies

as a valid retarder or car-coupling sound and cam be noted

on the log sheet.
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4.0 Every retarder or oar-coupling sound that occurs (and

qualifies by virtue of its level relative to the background

level) should be measured and noted on the log sheet.

4.d After 30 consecutive retarder or car-coupling sounds

are so measured, if the measurement period has been at

least 60 min, the measurements are complete. If 60 min

have not elapsed, continue to measure every consecutive

retarder or car-coupling sound until at least 60 min have

elapsed. If more than 240 mln elapse, and 30 retarder or

or car-coupling sounds are not measured, the measurements

may not be used fer compliance purposes. An alternate

measurement period should be selected during which 30 con-

secutive retarder or car-coupling sounds can be measured

during a 60- to 240-min period.

4.e Note on the log sheet the time at which measurements

conclude, and the number of measurements obtained.

Step 5. De_ermine the Adjusted Average Maximum A-_eightsd

Sound level. From the 30 or more measured maximum sound levels

due to retarders or car couplings, the energy-average level

(energy average of these 30 or more levels) should be determined.

If a Type 2 sound level meter was used to obtain the measure-

ments, and the measurements were of retarder sounds, subtract

4 dB from the energy-average maximum sound level. If a Type 2

sound level meter was used to obtain the measurements, and the

measurements were of car-coupllng sounds, subtract 2 dB from the

energy-average maximum sound level. Determlnc the ratio of the

number of measurements, n, to the measurement duration in minutes,

T. With this value of n divided by T, refer to Table 3 to select

the appropriate adjustment, C, that must be applied to the energy-

average maximum level. The summation of this adjustment, C and

the energy-average maximum level, results in the adjusted average

maximum level.
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TABLE 3. ADJUSTMENT TO Laye max TO OBTAIN Ladl_ ave max FOR RETARDERS AND
CAR-COUPLING IMPACTS,*

_: number of measurementsmeasurement duration (min) C = Adjustment in dB

O.llltoO,lhl -9

0.142toO.17B -8

0.179to0.22h -7

0.225to0.282 -6

0.283to0.355 -5

0.356 to 0,447 -h

0.448to0.562 -3

0.563to0.708 -2

0.709to0.891 -i

0.892to1.122 0

1.123tol.hl3 +i

l.h14to1.778 +2

1.779 to 2.239 +3

2,240to2.818 +h

2.819 to 3,548 +5

3.549to4.467 +6

= L + 0 in dB.
*Ladj ave max ave max

Values in Table B were calculated from C = lO log n/T with intervals

selected to round off values to the nearest whole decibel. The table may

be extended or interpolated to finer interval gradations by using this

defining equation.
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Step 6. Calibrate Instrumentation. After the test, cali-

brate the instrumentation In the same manner as performed in

step 3 above. If the meter indicates a significantly different

reading than the initial calibration (greater than _ i dB), a

malfunction in instrumentation may have occurred (particularly

if the time between initial and final calibrations is within

1 to 2 hr). Determine the cause of the malfunction and repeat

the measurements, if necessary.

Step 7. DisassembZe Equipment.

Step B. _laintain Documentation. During steps i through

7 above, document essential items wherever possible.

Figure 8 is a suggested log sheet for documenting several

of the items discussed in Sec. 3.2 above, as well as tabulating

the 30 or more individual maximum sound levels measured during

the test.

As an aid in the determination of the adjusted average

maximum sound level, Fig. 9 Is a worksheet that may be used in

conjunction with Fig. 8 to approximate both the energy-average

sound level, and the adjustments to the energy-average sound

level (thereby replacing Table 3). Figures i0 and ii are

examples of the use of Figs. 8 and 9.

For the reader who is familiar with the use of hand-held

scientific calculators, the energy-average maximum sound level

may be determined more precisely as follows:

n L
1 maxi/lO

Lave max = I0 log _ _ l0i=l
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I. Enter the position (address or pcsltlon number), your name,

_ho day and date, and the type and serial number of the

meas[l_eme_t instrumentation on the Log gheet.

2. The Lo£ Shee_ permits tabulat$on of the maximum noise levels

of individual retarder or car couplln_ sounda occurlng over

a 35 de range. Conduct a few prellmlna_y measurements to

e_abllsh _he r_nge of expected noise levels, then label _he

left "Noise Level" scale to correspond _o this range.

3. enter th_ callbr_tlon level a_ the start Of _he mea_uremen_sj

and the _Ime at whlch the retarde_ or c_r coupling me_sure-

men_ begin.

_. Foc e_ch _etRDde_ or C_ couplln_ _oundj measure the maximum

A-welghted sound level (fast).

5. Put a check mark in one of the boxe_ correspcndlng to the

measured sound level,

6. At the conclusion Of the measurements en_ez, the end _Ime,

and the calibra:ion level.

7. Count the nUmber of check mar_s for each sound level, and

enter In the rlght-band "Total No." column.

a. Enter meteorologlcal d_ta on the Log $hee_, and d_w a simple

sketch of the measurement si_e including mlcrcphone locatlcn.

loca_on of noise so.roe(s) measured, etC.

FIS. 8a. INSTRUCTIONSFOR USE OF "LOBSHEET FOR RETARDERAND CAR-COUPLING
NOISE MEASUREMENTS."
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POSIIIOI( EBGB TIME:GBGIN END

DAY GATE GAl.:BEGIN END

MIC: TYPE SN PRY BULB WET BULB__

$U4: TYPE BN REL.HUMI). GPCY

_LIS_ TYPE S_ WIND GPEE[___ DIRECTION
W_T_ER CB_GITIBNBM_ Ye_[] _o[ ]

NOTES#.NDBK_rTCB:
MIDnGP_ONEPBSITIO_MET; Yes[] No[ ]

TOTAL
GO.

NOI 20 30 40 B0
LEV_EI_L I0
idea ) NO, OF OCCURENCES

FIG. Bb. LOG SHEET FOR RETARDERAND CAR-COUPLINGNOISEMEASUREMENTS.
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1. Label the left-hand "NoLse Level" _cale in the same _anne_ as

the "Log Sheet for Retarder and Car Coupllng Noi_e I_easure-

ments".

2. P_om the same LoE Sheet, trsnsfer the numbers in the "Total

No." COIU_Ln to the second column on the C_iculatlon Sheet_add

them togethe_ _d enter the sum i_ the "n" box.

3. At each decibel levol, multlply the number of measurements by

the va1_e ohcwn in the third column Of the c_leulatlon _hee_.

Round off the product to the nearest Integer and tabulate

In the last _olumn of the Caleulatlon Sheet.

4. Add together the number_ in the l_t column and enter in the

"Su_" box.

5. plvlde the sum by the total number of measurements(n) and

enter in the a_propr_te box.

6. Locate _hls value of Sum _ n on the left scale o_ the first

homograph. Re_d the _orresponding noise level (to the near-

est dB) on the r_gh_ Scale, and enter in the box as show_.

?. _he Lave max i_ the sum of t_e Basellne Level (the lowest

i level on the _Iol_e Level scale) and the level in the box

determined in Ste_ 6.

8. elvlde n by the Measurement Puratlo_ T (in mlnute_, dete_-

mined from the BeEin and End ti_e on the Log Sheet).

9. Locate _hls value of n _ T on the left scale o_ the second

homograph, eead the correspond_nS noise level (to the

neareDt dB) on the rlght _eale. _nd enter In the box _s shown.

10, The L_ve max adJ is the aum of the Lave max (Step 7) and the

level _n the box determined in Step 9.

FIG. 9a, INSTRUCTIONSFOR USE OF "ADJUSTEDAVERAGEMAX LEVEL CALCULATION
SHEET FOR RETARDERAND CAR-COUPLINGSOUNDS."
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ADJU5TEDAVERAGEMAX LEVEL CALCULATION SHEET
FOR RETARDERAND CAR COUPLING SOUNDS

POSITION ENGR TING: BEGIN END

DAY . DATE .. MEASUREMENT DURATION. min.

100,000-:. -- _ dB

I!:=
Noise Total Relative

Level,dB No. Energy

4 J_IILfFII× 2_ -ltllllololo _o.ooo-_-4o.=
a _(tUtilx -llllllo[Olol 5-.3_

z" ll})lltil_ 1_ -Iltlllololol
o (tttttt(l_ ,flt (J(ofotoj 1000_ -30

9 IlJillitlx -Ilttll]oloi -IP 3sz.--:S
; .II I Illloloi -"

100 _ -20

6 I(llllll_ ", i i I IJ I io,oi I_s Illlltlx ,,llilllm!ol :-:He4 _llllill _ _ -IlJJJlJolol
3 Illlltlllx =,1111Jltolol
2 Illllllllx I1_ -IIIIll]olol IO.LIO

ol lilliiil x h_ ''11 illi°l°l _:fllffllllx Pi .lllllllolal i_
9 ttllll]lx la ,,111 111tlol -:
B _lltllilx :6_ '-1t111111ol I_Lo
? I!lllllll:l is "lll/lltJoJ

! 6 I I I I I IG I x i4 - I I ) I I I I _) L0ve • Baeellno Level +F'- "_5 IIIl[lllx 3 ..111 tlltiOl mltx L

{ ,_ PlIIIIIIx 12N-lltllillol
> a Illlllllx 2 ,'111 Illl_ll = d_' 2 OItlllflx l_ ,,,I)11]11!ol

°111l'l: 'N'l''""°" Te lll(llllx 6N !=llltllllJ _ a
7 I!11 IIII I:l i=l/lll/ll

s " - Itit[llll n÷T --It. a ,"Ii

3 " 2 =llllllll
2 _lilllllx )._ ", IIIlllll .1 .lo
l IIIIIlllx C_ "lllllltl
o IIIIIIII Ix "111111111

n - __ Sum " Ladj eve max" Lave max+ I i
n-T= -- Sum'n=

dB

FIG. 9b. ADJUSTEDAVERAGEMAX LEVEL CALCULATIONSHEETFOR RETARDERAND CAR-
COUPLINGSOUNDS.
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LOG SHEET FOR RETARDERAND CAN-COUPLING

NOISEMF._SURm4[NTS

POEITZONB E,_R_._I_ITH TZME_BEGINlqao_CNO ;_oo0
OAY "F_U_--S CATI 14_ (_O CALl BEGIN II_.O [NO U_. Z

MIC: TYPE ,."_}11 SN 1_'3V_ "/- GAYOULB &}--o WETENLB _'o"

NLM: TYPE _1/I,1_ SN _(#.@_1 REL.HUMO. SKY:rUNNWt _J'A*d

OALIB: TYPE _00 SN _(/L_"/b WINOSPEED _ DIRECTION, /%/
NOTES/LNOSKETCH: W£P,THERCONOITIONSMET: Yes[l] No[ ]

M._5"I'E#.. _._i'_PG£ ,_ _oUP MIOSOBtONEPOSITIONMET: yeILI_ No[ ]

_¢¢ T._tQ.Dc"_..OS_ tDllr4&.S

_ _ddT"H sF _oV'I'H_T_IV

?P-_P_'_TY _.INE AT I'I_ 41A_.

NO,

FIG.i0. EXAMPLEOF USE OF LOG SHEET.
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ADJUSTEDAVERAGEMAX LEVEL CALCULATIONSHEET

FOIlRETARDERAND CAR COUPLING SOUNDS

POSZT'ON"_ ENG,/_._"HJT/'t TI,,_E:BEGIN/q_/,r_ENO ._00
DAY,,_'flU_£ DATE f/_ _'0 MEASUREMENTDURATION,T _ mfn.

Noise Total Relative

Level,dB No. Energy lo_o _-,m

[ 4 I I x 2_1I'll /'ll°blp'

3 x z I'.ll I IIIolofOl == .
2 x xh I'll f I Ilololol
z i x Ii', #- I t I I /llolotol _ ._

I"1o _ /Ill x _1 ,-[1"I I I I 111ololol9 II I,,x I:lllltllo,o/e I1 #t111 x Sum-n.-_m ._s __

? I U x ! I=,l Ilolol ..._,oa..=oe x I- I I Io101 "/_ =
s x l" ( I1_olol = . le
4 II t IIII x 12_ I- Ilolo)

II III'_0'I' I: _'°'_
1 H I I I III _ Ilk I- FIIolnl I.

I_o HI Itll_lx I1 I- _oloJ : s
9 IIl_OII, I I]ft_: '" '"le_ I= I._o[ol ,o

L_'_ llrllllbtx_, Is 1- l t_J _O _;---1
[ G UI I I I ]lllll 14 I- ] I_l'loJ Lavemax" BaselineLevel+_/l' 71I tl l"°l

2 II l l_l = 79 dB2 x z=_ II II hNbl
I ]. IIIIIIkllx It_ I,,111 II/ebl

"70 |111111NIx I1 I-II I I}l_t_l io_o6_ir,_
I 9 BIIIIII_IX le -Ill Illll_l

'_l s IIIIIIlllx I_ - Ill_l _e
_1 7 IlJlllll=lx P I-llllllhl_l I.P._'_.

"_1 _ Itll]llllx 14 I,,lltlll!,tl_ n.'-T "-I_.0"_o'_
_1 S |lllllhlx i] I- III II IILll "_ /

_1.3 IIItlll'flx 12 1-11111111II

I L IIIlllllx P I'lllllllll .L'79 _-°°°:ln + T- Sum'n 13

_-.f,_ _ S.'_¢_,._._ = o00 dB

FIG, II, EXAMPLE OF USE OF CALCULATION SHEET.
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where the Lmax are the individual maximum level readings, and

n is the totalinumber of measurements. As shown in Table 3,

the adjusted average maximum is

LadJ ave max = Lave max + C ,

where C = 10 log _. Here T is the measurement period in minutes.

Figure 12 lists the steps to be followed to perform these calcula-

tions and provides an example.

3.4.3 Measurement procedures for switcher locomotives and
locomotive lead cell test stand noise

The procedures that follow are applicable to the measure-

ments on receiving property of the noise of stationary switcher

locomotives and locomotive load cell test stands, including mea-

surements of the noise of locomotive load cell test stands more

than 120 m (400 ft)from the test stand on receiving property.

These procedures involve the measurement of the total noise

environment at the particular microphone location, analysis of

the measured noise levels to verify that the noise environment

is nearly steady state, and determination of the applicability

of the 30 m (i00 ft) source standards for.switcher locomotives

and locomotive load cell test stands based on the presence of

either or both of the sources during these measurements.

Step I. Select Msasurement Location. For measurement of

the noise of stationary switcher locomotives or locomotive load

cell test stands, or both, the measurement location must be on

receiving property (see Sec. 3.1 for a definition of receiving

property and guidelines for selecting suitable locations). When

4O
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The B_ep_ to Calculate L_%,e nl_x arv as follows!

l, Divlde the value of _ch Lmax! by iO, tc yield Lmax_/10,

2, Determine the an_!lo_ of L_xjl0,o r lo(L=nxl/I0) '

3, Add to£e:hor all n vslueu of lo(Lmaxi/I0),

4, Divide th%s Bum by n,

5, Take tha lo{arithm and then multiply by 10,

%;o_e; If a paP_leulap value of I_Xl oecur_ mor_ _ban on=e_

1_ i_ not neeea_ary to go through step_ I a_d 2 each

t!me. _f Lmnxl occurs m t_me_, then afte_ obta£n_g

lO (LmaXi/lO) , _mply multiply by m before Includ_n_

in the =um,

The =tep_ _o ca_cwlate _he adJustment C are a_ follow_:

i, Divide _he _ot_ number of moasurement_ n by the total

mea_u_emen_ per!¢d in m_nute_, T,

n a_d _hen multip!y by !O,
_, Take _he lo_amlthm o_

Ad_ to_ethe_ Lay B max and C to yield _he Lad j ave mBx.

Example:

For Che 75 mea_ui'ed Lma x value_ shown in FiR, i0,

the ealeulatlo_s are ao f=11_w_:

I091/I0 " 125Bg25_16

I090/I0 = I000000000

i068/10 • 6]09573_6

2 x 1085/10 . 632_55532

x i061/_0 - 3776776

_70Jg_]5B + 75 • 76052071

Lave max • I0 1OK {76052071) • 78.B

C • i0 log Ii,251 • I

_ad_ ave max " 7_._ + i • 79,_

FIG.12. PROCEDUREFOR DETERMININGLad"j ave max WITH A HAND-HELDCALCULATOR.
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selecting locations for the measurement of these sources, a

chosen location should be one in which the observer can identify

the prlnelpal direction of the nearly steady-state sounds by

listening to the sounds and localizing the apparent sources.

These sounds should be observed to be the major sources Of nearly

steady-state sound at the measurement location. If the observer

can clearly localise the sources as coming from one or more sets

of stationary switcher locomotives and/or locomotive load cell

test stands, then the measurement location may be used. When

measurements of the noise of locomotive load cell test stands

at 30 m (lO0 ft) are required, but conditions at the site do not

meet the site criteria, measurements may be taken more than 120 m

(400 ft) from the test stand on receiving property. The 120 m

(400 ft) distance is measured from the centerllne of the track on

which the locomotive under test is located, and the longitudinal

midpoint of the locomotive. Survey the site to determine com-

pliance with the site criteria discussed previously. Observe

weather conditions to determine whether the weather criteria are

also met. Identify the presence of other sources that might

interfere with the desired compliance measurements.

_tep 2. Set Up Maaaurement Equipment. Assemble the instru-

mentatlon in accordance with the manufacturer's recommendations

and instructions. Position the microphone between 1.2 and 1.5 m

(4 and 5 ft) above the ground, and in accordance with the manu-

facfiurer's recommendations in order to ensure Type 1 or Type 2

performance. Check all connections and test the power supply

of all equipment that is battery operated.
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Step 3. CaZ£b_a_e Instrz_men_at{o_I. Following _he manu-

facturer's instructions, use a calibrator of known acoustic

output to calibrate the measurement system. 5}eta on the log

sheet the time and level of calibration.

Step 4. Meaeu_,e No_ee Lop, tam Noise levels are to be mea-

sured using the A-welghtlng scale and the fast _ meter response,

with either a Type 1 or Type 2 sound level meter {Type I is

preferred, however). During the test, no one )nay stand between

the microphone and the noise source(s) being measured. Further,

the manufacturer's recommendations comcePnin_ the posltlosing

of people relablve to the microphone must be followed in order

_o ensure Type I and Type 2 performance. When Dho ,else of one

or more switcher locomotives andor iocomotlve load cell test

stands is observed at the measurement location, noise measure-

men_s are to be obtained as follows:

4.a Note on the log sheet the time at which measurements

begin.

4.b At a rate of at least once each i0 see, read the A-

weighted sound level {fast), and mote the level on the log

sheet. Contlnue the measurements until 10D measurements

are obtained. This corresponds to a measurement duration

of 16-2/3 mln, if measurements are obtained at i0 see

latervals. Measurements may be obtained at more frequent

intervals, as long as the total measurement duration is at

least 15 mln. (Note that the noise levels may be measured

by direct reading of a sound level meter at regular inter-

vals, by using a statistical distribution analyzer, or by

any other equivalent device that is capable of determining

*Specification of "fast" reflects a correction to the regulation.
See footnote, p. 4.
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the appropriate statistics of the noise level distribution,

provided that the measurement instrumentation conforms to

Type 1 or Type 2 requirements.)

4.0 List the measured noise levels in ascending order.

Note the 10th highest reading, the 90th reading, and the

99th reading. These noise levels correspond respectively

to levels exceeded 10%, 90%, and 99% of the time (L_,

L90 , and L99).

4.d If the numerical difference between the L,0 and the

L99 levels is 4 dB or less, the measurements are complete.
Such a condition will occur when the noise environment is

nearly steady state. If this difference is greater than

4 dB, the noise environment is not sufficiently steady

state for the purposes of this measurement procedure." In

this case, an additional series of measurements may be

obtained, and the 10%, 90%, and 99% levels determined

accordingly. For example, the 20th, 180th, and I98th

noise levels would correspond to the L_, Ls_, and L_s

levels for a total sample of 200 meaeu_'emen_s. If the

numerical difference between the L10 and Lf_ for the entire
set of measurements is 4 dB or less, the measurements are

now complete. (Note that the 4-dB difference test must

be applied to measurements conducted over a continuous

period of time, in which at least i00 measurements are

obtained over a period of at least 15 min. Noise levels

measured before and after such a time period may be ex-

cluded from the analysis.)

4.e If the measurements are successfully completed such

that the numerical difference between the L_0 and Lg_

levels is 4 dB or less, the measured value of the Lg0 is

termed the "validated" L_o.
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!_,'_:_; "] Step ,_. For measurements of _he r_isc? el' :_t_ic!onary switcher

_,_,_,_ locomotivesand locomotive load cell t:(:s]t_i;an</sat an arbitrary

,,,i: _'!_,_'": :, location on recelvin_ property_ ii' the validated L_0 is 65 dB

thesources inoom  : no:, th
modulation. If the validated L_ exceeds _5 d_, _he fu_the_

evaluation described below must be conducted. 9or measuPements

of _he noise of locomotive load ceil _est s_nnds nt 120 m (_I00

ft) f_om the s_and, 19 the validated L_0 is 6_ dB o_ less, the

loeomoblve load cell tes_ stand is In compliance with the regu-

lation. If the validated L_ exceeds 65 dB= the locomotive load

cell _est s_and is not in compllanoe with the recul_tlon.

S_p 8. The validated L_ measured thus f'sr may be due to

_he noise of either stationary switcher locomotives, locomotive

load cell test s_ands, or a combination of these. The followin_

steps are necessar_ to sept out the possible solse sources con-

_ibutln_ _o the measured noise level.

_.a If only stationary loeomotives_ Ineludln_ at least one

swltchep locomotive, ape ppesent_ since the I've exceeds

65 dB, additional eomplianse messu_ements at the 30 m

(i00 fb) measuz_ement loeatlon aloe required, _elative _o

the standards in See. 201.Ii(c) and Sac. 201.12(0).

#.b If only a locomotive load eel] _est s_and and the lees.-

motive beln_ tested are presenb and operatln_ since the

measured L_ exceeds 65 dB, addl_ional compliance mcas_e-

merits at _he 30 m (i00 ft) measurement loeabion are _equired,

_elatlve to the standards in See. 201.1_.
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6.o If both a locomotive load cell test stand and the loco-

motive being tested are present, and stationary locomotives

including at least one switcher locomotive are present, sub-

tract 3 dB from the measured Lg0 noise level. If this level

is 65 dB or less, both of these sources are in compliance

with the regulation. If this level exceeds 65 dB, additional

compliance measurements at the 30 m (100 ft) measurement

location are required, relative to the standards in See.

201.11(c), Sac. 201.12(c), and Sec. 201.16.

6.d If both a locomotive load cell test stand and the loco-

motive being tested are present and operating, and stationary

locomotives including at least one switcher locomotive are

present, the noise environment may be observed to change as

the operation of the locomotive lead cell test stand changes.

If a change as large as lO dB is observed to occur as opera-

tion of the locomotive load cell test stand changes, conduct

a second series of measurements as described in step 4 above

to determine a new validated Lg0 corresponding to the new

noise environment. If the new validated L_0 is at least

i0 dB above the earlier validated Lg0, the new higher value

of Lg0 is to be used. If this new value of L_0 is 65 dB

or less, the locomotive load cell test stand is in compliance

with the regulation. If the new value of Lg0 exceeds 65 dB,

additional compliance measurements at the 30 m (100 ft)

measurement location are required, relative to the standard

in Sac. 201.16.

Step ?, CaZibrats Instrumentation. After the test, cali-

brate the instrumentation in the same manner as performed under

step 3 above. If the meter indicates a significantly different

46
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reading than the initial calibration (greater than + 1 dB), a

malfunction in the instrumentation may have occurred (particularly

if the time between initial and final calibration is within i to

2 hr). Determine the cause of the malfunction, and repeat the

measurements, if necessary.

St#p 8. Disassemble Equipment.

Step 9. Maintain Documentation. During steps 1 through 8

above, document the essential items wherever possible. When one

or more noise sources are in operation (_.e., stationary switcher

locomotives as well as locomotive load cell test stands), docu-

mentation of noise source information is required. This in-

cludes the approximate location of all stationary switchers and

all locomotive load cell test stands present, the location of

the microphone on a drawing of the railroad facility and sur-

rounding area, and the distances between the microphone location

and each of the sources. Additional rail and monrall noise

sources must also be identified and documented.

Step I0. Influence of Beckground Ngise. Measurement of

the nearly steady-state noise due to stationary switcher locomo-

tives and/or a locomotive load cell test stand was obtained on

the belief that these sources are the dominant sources of noise

at the measurement location. If it is desired to verify this

belief, measurement may be conducted on subsequent days at the

same time of day as that of the initial measurements, when all

other conditions are believed to be acoustically similar to those

of the original measurements, except that the noise sources that

were measured initially are no longer in operation (because they

have been moved or turned off). If any Lg0 measured at the same

receiving property location when these sources are not operating
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is not at least 5 dB below the measured validated Lg0 resulting

from the noise sources being measured, the validated Lg0 cannot

be used for the purposes of the regulation.

Figure 13 is a suggested log sheet for documenting several

of the items discussed in Sec. 3.2 above, as well as tabulating

the 100 or more sequential sound levels measured during the test.

Figure 14 is an example of the use of Fig. 13.

3.5 Probable Compliance Measurements

Probable compliance measurements are permitted by the regu-

lation to allow the railroad to assess, in an approximate manner,

whether or not specific sources within its boundaries exceed 'the

noise level limits on receiving property that are incorporated

within the regulations.

Probable compliance measurements are to be conducted in the

same manner as receiving property measurements, as described in

Sec. 3.4 of this handbook, with the following exceptions:

i. Measurement locations are to be on railroad property,

between a particular source of interest and the receiving

property llne.

2. Measurement loca_tions should not be selected such that

noise barriers and other noise reduction features in the vicinity

of the measurement location provide a greater shielding benefit'

than would be expected on receiving property.

When measurements are made in accordance with the procedures

in See. 3.4, subject to the restrictions listed above, if measured

levels are less than the limits in the regulation, there is

_ probably compliance with the standard.
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I. Enter the pooitloz (Bddress or posi_Aon number}, your name,

_he day and da_o, and the type and se_lal numbe_ o_ the

measure_en_ instrume_tation on th_ Log Sheet,

2. The LOS Sheet per_It_ tabulatlon of n_me leve1_ occuring

over a 3_ dS range, Conduc_ a few prellmlnary measure_en_

to e_tab118h the range o_ expected noise level_, _hen label

the _eft "_ol_e Level _'_cale _o cor_espon_ to _hl_ _aN_e.

3. Ente_ the caiAbra_ion level at the _rt at the mea_ur_meuts,

and the tlme at which _he _wltoher locomotlve _d/or load

C_l _es_ 3t_n_ _e_s_e_e_ts b_s_t_.

_, U_$_ a s_op watch (o_ watch wf_h sweep second hand o_ dlgl-

tal _eco_ds display), every la seconds _ea_ure the A-weighted

_ound level _fa_t) _.

_, Fur a check m_k in o_e o_ the boxes c_r_espondl_g to the

6. Afte_ I00 sampe_ are obtained, de_rmAne _he LIO, LgO, and

L99 _oAse leve1_ as follo_s. Sta_tln_ _i_h the h_ghest level

measured (the top-mo_t che_k mark on the Lo_ Sheet), coun_

the f_t i0 chee_ ma_k_ (_rom lef_ to rlSht). Th_ noise

l_ve_ ¢o_re_pond_ns to the box contaln_n_ the 10_h cheo_ mark

As the LIO level. The LgO and L99 level_ are aimilarly ob-

taAned by coun_In_ to _he _Oth and 99th check ma_k_.

7. I_ add_tlonal measurements ame requA_ed, the table o_ the

_og Sheet indlcate_ the numbe_ o_ check m_ks _o be counted

to ob_aln the LIO , LgO a_d L99 levels, depe_dAng on _he _o_al
_umber o_ _amples obtained.

8. A_ the conclusion o_ the measurements e_ter the e_d _Ime, and

the c_llbra_ion level.

9. Ente_ _h_ meteoro_alcal _ta on _he Lo_ Shee_, _d dr_w a

_imp_e sketch Of _e mea_u_emen_ _Ite A_cludlng m$cropno_e

*Specificatlon of "fast" reflects a correction _o the regulation.
See footnote, p. 4,

FIG. 13a. INSTRUCTIONSFOR USE OF "LOGSHEET FOR STATIONARYSWITCHER
LOCOMOTIVEAND LOAD CELLTESTSTAND NOISEMEASUREMENTS."
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POSITION EHGR TIME: BEGN , END
DAY DATE CAL: BEGIN , END

MIC: TYPE _N DRY6BLBm WETBULB

$U4: TYPE B:d NEL,HUHIL_ Stay ,

C,_LIB: TYPE 5r( WI_ SPEED DIRECTION
WEATHBF_CONOITIONSMET; Yes[] NO[3

TQyNL I.io [,90 L_BSAMPLES

_1 _B th _O tN 99 Bh
ISO 1S tN 1_5 th _NN_h
2BB BOth l_ll th _.g8 Bh
2_0 E5 tN E2B tb _NB I;B
_B 3B th 270 Bh _97 B_

SamNlef_ _

NoJsz to 20 _o 40 _0
L_V_L NO, OF OCCORENCE$
IdeA)

FIG.13b. LOG SHEET FORSTATIONARYSWITCHERLOCOMOTIVEAND LOAD CELLTEST
STANDNOISE NEASUREMENTS.
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LOG SNE6T FOR ST;,TIO)¢ARYDWITCH6R LOCOHOTIVO A#VD LOAD CELL
TEST STAI_OrIQIso MEASUrEmENTS

PO_[TION C- ENGR _,_.S_4f?'_ TIME_ BO_IN /_O0__EDO I_I_

OAT _b OATE _ M_Z- _ OAL: DEGIr_ #J'i._ END _i?,t)

MIC: TYPE,_vJ/lON l_-_cI_ ORYBULB 65"" WETBULB S"_'6
$b_: TYPE_I_.o...EN _I'q_-_! REL.DUMO. EKY5UNN_ _L_/O_.
C_LIB:TYPE_-_O EN ;__I0 WINOOPE6_¢'_C_/IOIRECTIO_

.... WEATHER CONDITIONS MET: Yes I(b

NOTES AND EKETCE: MICROPHODEPOSITION MET: YeS_ NO_

_O_b C_}'(._- #_P_t,l_ TOTAL L/O L9_ LED

A-C" _ _S Tc"F_/'} SAMPLES_oo zoth 90 t_ 9D_h
p_-o@_"_T'/ c-/_" lEO Ist_ l_sth 149th

_-Nlo /_t_-IN '_'T, D0D Z0 th IDO _h IgD te
ZOO DE th Z25 th Z4B th

( Ec"L• ,_h_ _ Doth O7Oth _7 tn
Sample from top.

_L I0 EO DO _0 SO
_Q_| NO,OFOCCUR_NC_S

FIG. 14. EXAMPLE OF USE OF LOG SHEET.
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4. MEASUREMENT HINTS AND EXAMPLES

Examples of hypothetical measurements of various rail

carrier noise sources are provided in this section so that the

reader may become more familiar with typical problems and situ-

ations that arise during compliance measurements in the field.

The discussions below include examples of measurements of

Stationary sources at 30 m (100 ft)

Moving sources at 30 m (I00 ft)

Retarder and car-coupling noise at receiving property

Stationary locomotives and locomotive load cell test

stands at receiving property.

4.1 Stationary Source Measurements at 30 m (I00 ft)

Stationary rall carrier noise sources that are measured at

30 m (100 ft) include stationary locomotives, stationary switcher

locomotives, and locomotive load cell test stands. Measurement

of these noise sources at 30 m (100 ft) involves observing the

sound level meter for 30 sac during the operation of the noise

source, noting the maximum level observed, and checking that

this level exceeds the background level by at least 10 dB. The

primary problems associated with this type of measurement in-

volve unusual changes in noise level during the measurement

period by t_e source being measured or by other sources.

For example, if a ear coupling occurs during the measure-

ment of an idling locomotive, causing the meter needle to Jump,

the data taken are invalid, and a new 30-see period must be

measured. If the locomotive is shut off in the middle of the
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test, the observer must wait until it is turned back on and

running for a full 30-see period before the measurements are

complete. A noticeable change in noise level by the source

during the test may indicate that a new test is required, but

this is true only if there has been a change in throttle setting

from'idle to another setting since different standards apply to

the different settings.

To determine which setting is being used during the measure-

ment period, obtain assistance from railroad personnel. It may

also be necessary to seek their help in determining the date of

manufacture of the locomotive so that the appropriate standard

may be applied. The following example illustrates some of these

points.

Ezamp_e

A measurement is to be made of idling locomotives that are

parked for extended periods of time adjacent to a residential

community. A main street nearby produces a background level

(averaging about 65 dB) during the daytime that is quite notice-

able from the locomotive measurement position. When an idling

locomotive is measured, the maximum needle reading is 74 dB. In

this case, the l0 dB-above-backbround criterion is not met, and

therefore the measurements must be declared invalid.

Nighttime background levels are generally lower than day-

time levels, so the measurements are taken again at 9 p_m. The

background levels before and after the idling measurements are

about 50 dB, and during the idling measurements, a level of

74 dB is again reached. A check of the noise standards for this
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source (Table i) reveals the locomotive is in violation, irrespec-

tive of its date of manufacture. During the above measurements_

a stationary runup that exceeds 95 dB for about 10 see is ob-

served. This level exceeds the standard for throttle settings

other than Idle (Table i), but the time pePiod is too short to

allow a finding of noncompliance. Further, the idling measure-

ments must be begun again in order to obtain an uninterrupted

30-see reading.

4.2 Moving Source Measurements at 30 m (IS0 ft)

Moving sources of tall carrier noise that are measured at

30 m (i00 ft) Include moving locomotives, moving swltcheF loco-

motives, and moving tall oafs. Measurement of the two types of

locomotives involves noting the maximum noise level of the passby

and checking that this level exceeds the background level by at

least 10 dB. Measurement of tall car noise involves waiting

until the closest locomotive on the train is at least 150 m

(500 ft) away oF at least i0 tall oars have passed, noting the

maximum tall car noise level, and checking that this level exceeds

the background level by at least ID dB. Problems associated with

this type Of measurement include finding allowable measurement

locations and making sure that other, noises do not influence

looomotlve Or rail oar noise measurements.

The measuFement location should be selected so that the

effect of the track does not unduly influence the vehicle passby

noise. If a bridge Or trestle is observed to rattle as the

train goes by, the measurement slte should be changed. If the

radius of curvature of the track is lees than 873 m (2865 ft),

the wheel-tall interaction will generate too much noi_e, and
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( T!"T T the site should be changed. Sometimes a rall car brake will be

I on too tightly, generating brake squeals. If these occur during
the measurement period, the noise levels that they generate

should be ignored.

When measuring rail ears alone, be careflul to observe whether

or not there are locomotives attached to the end of the train.

Such a situation would invalidate Pall ear noise readings made

of any of the i0 cars immediately preceding them in the train.

The following example illustrates these points.

Exempts

A routine check of noise from a feeder Pall line is to be

made in preparation for new housing development near the track.

_f the trains do not meet the noise standards, there will be

some public pressure to treat the noisy vehicles or move the

track. A measurement site is selected 2.5 m (8 ft) below an

elevated portion of straight track, whleh is within the standard

requirements. A bridge is located 300 m (1000 ft) down the

track, but no additional noise levels are observed to emanate

from it as the trains pass by.

The first train measured is pulled by four locomotives.

These register a maximum of 85 dB on the sound level meter (fast

mesponse), which is within the standard. After waiting for i0

cars to pass, the maximum for the remaining cars is found to

be 90 dB. This level exceeds the standard for vehicles traveling

less than 75 kph (45 mph), but is within the standard for faster

speeds. To determine the approximate train speed, a count may

be taken of the number of rail cars in the train (N) and the
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number of seconds it takes them to pass (S). Assuming an average

length of 15 m (45 ft) per car, if N.divided by S is less than

1._, the train is traveling less than 75 kph (45 mph); if it is

greater than 1.4, the train is traveling faster than this speed.

4.3 Retarder and Car-Coupling Measurements on Receiving Property

Retarder and oar-coupllng noise measurements are obtained

at any receiving property location that meets the site require-

ments of the standard. The measurements involve reading at

least 30 consecutive retarder or car-coupllngs events (whichever

is to be measured), taking their adjusted energy average over a

1 to 4 hr period, and continuously checking that in each case

they exceed the background noise level by at least l0 dB. With

this type of measurement, some factors to be considered are

• Making sure the readings are consecutive (not interrupted)

Setting the meter range correctly

Adjusting for measurements closer than 30 m (100 ft) to the

track (for car-coupllng measurements)

Adjusting for readings made with a Type 2 sound level meter.

If an interruption is made in the readings for whatever reason,

the readings must be started again. It will be somewhat dif-

ficult to anticipate the maximum needle excursion for each

coupling or retarder event, therefore a sound level meter with

a wide dB range in its window is highly recommended. If a noise

evens exceeds the range of the meter, it indicates that a higher

meter range is required, and a new group of 30 readings must

be begun. On the other hand, the meter range must not be set

I

I
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so high that it is not possible to determine whether the

events exceed the background level by at least i0 dB. Obviously,

some experimenting and adJustln_ will be required here before

a valid set of measurements can be acquired.

If measurements are to be taken less than 30 m (I00 ft)

from a track where ooupllngs are taking place, the events on

this track must be ignored. To determine on which track the

events are occurring, it will be helpful either to have an

assistant watch the tracks, or to use a sound level l,eteP with

a "maxlmum-hold" feature. This feature will hold the maximum

reading of an event until the origin of the noise source cam be

ascertained. It is also useful for retarder and car-coupllng

measurements because the meter needle may swing to its maximum

position very quickly; the maxlmum-hold feature permits an

accurate reading Of the noise level even after the event has

occurred.

When using a Type 2 sound level meter, remember to subtract

4 dB from the average value found for retarder events and 2 dB

from the car-coupling average, to take into account the wider

tolerance limits of this type of meter. In order to avoid

confusion, it is better to note the actual readings during the

compliance measurements and to perform the subtraction later.

The following example illustrates some of these points.

R_ampZe

A measurement is to be taken of car couplings at a resi-

dential posltloa located 40 m (130 ft) from the nearest track.

It is found that there is an air conditioner unit that produces

noise within i0 dB of the coupling impacts, so a new site is
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chosen, also outside the railroad rlght-of-way, but only 25 m

(82 ft) from the nearest track. During the measurements, the

couplings on this nearest track are ignored. After 4 hr, only

25 events are recorded, so the entire sequence must be started

over. This time a large train is being assembled, so a large

number of couplings take place. Over 40 events are recorded in

only i hr on tracks other than the excluded track. All 40 of

these events are used to determine the adjusted average.

4.4 Stationary Switcher Locomotives and Locomotive Load Cell
Test Stand Measurements on Receiving Property

The procedures involved in measuring switcher locomotives

and locomotive load cell test stands on reoelving property require

many steps. After a suitable measurement site is selected and

the noise sources under test are operating, readings are taken

every lO sea until at least 1CO values are compiled.* After the

readings are tabulated, various noise level and noise source

criteria are checked, the Lg0 is found, and compliance with the

standard is determined. If the Lg0 standard is exceeded, a new

set of measurements is made at 30 m (lO0 ft), or if no suitable

site is found for test stand measurements, a mew set is made more

than 120 m (400 ft) from the test stand on receiving property.

Finally, these noise levels indicate whether the noise emission

standards have been violated.

P.otential problems wltb this type of measurement include

exceeding the steady-state and background noise criteria and

interrupting the 100 consecutive readings for various reasons.

If_ during the measurements, a passing sound source causes a

number of readings to be much higher than the steady-state sound

_' *Ten-second intervals can readily be determined using a step-!:

ii watch, or a watch with sweep second hand or digital indicator
for seconds. Alternately, time signals (beeps) can be recorded

i on a cassette recorder and played back through earphones.
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[_' from the switcher locomotives or load cell test stands, the

steady-state criteria wi]] not be met, and the measurements

should be begun again.

If this change in noise level is due to observed changes

in test stand operations and the change is greater than 10 dB,

measure the new steady-state level by beginning a new set of

100 readings. It is essential to note the background noise

level before and after the steady-state measurements. Both

must be at least 5 dB below the computed Lf0 for the measure-

meats to be valid.

If switcher locelaotlves and locomotive load cell test stands

are both in operation at any time during the measurements, sub-

tract 3 dB from L_0 before checking for compliance. The follow-

ing example illustrates some of' these points.

EzampZ8

A locomotive load cell test stand is located near a nelgb-

borhood park. The measurement personnel arrive at tile park and

find that the test stand is not operating. They take 100 read-

ings at 10 sac apart in order to define the ambient conditions.

The 90th loudest level is found to be 52 dB. The next day they

are informed that the test stand is operating, so measurements

are made at about the same t_me of day as the previous background

measurements. After about 50 readings, averaging about 56 dB,

a switcher ].ocomotive moves onto a nearby track and sits in an

idling mode. Subsequent readings are Increased by 3 dB due to

this action, so an additional set of 100 measurements are

attempted under this condition. But after only 25 of these

readings, the test stand throttle setting is changed, which

increases the level in the park by ii dB. A full set of 100
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readings are finally taken under these stable conditions. In

this example, Lhe L_0 for the locomotive test stand is 70 dB,

and is validated. Do _o_ subtract 3 dB from this level due to

the presence of both the switcher and the test stand, because

the test stand noise clearly dominates (it is over l0 dB higher

than previously existing levels). Although the original readings

did not exceed the background by more than _JdB, the final 100

measurements exceeded it by 18 dB, therefore 70 dB is the vail-

dated L90,

This level exceeds the 65-dB standard, so the next step is

to measure the Lmax at 30 m (100 ft). A maximum value of 76 dB
is found at 30 m (i00 ft) from the test stand. Thls level is

less than the standard of 7B dB.
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLE LOG SHEETS AND

CALCULATION SHEETS

A-l



LOG SHEET FOR SOURCENOISE

MEASUREMENTSAT 30 METERS (100ft)

POSITION ENGR TIME: BEGIN END

DAY DATE CAL: BEGIN END

MIC: TYPE SN DRY BULB WET BULB

SLM: TYPE SN REL.HUMD. SKY

CALIB: TYPE SN WIND SPEED . DIRECTION

NOTES AND SKETCH: WEATHERCONDITIONSMET: Yes[] No[ ]

MICROPHONEPOSITIONMET: Yes[ ] No[ ]

Time Event Source Serial Fast/
No. No. LMax Slow COMMENTS



LOG SHEETFOR RETARDERAND CAR-COUPLING

NOISEMEASUREMENTS

POSITION ENGR TIME: BEGIN __ END

DAY DATE CAL: BEGIN END

MIC: TYPE SN DRY BULB WET BULB

SLM: TYPE 5M REL,HUHD, SKY

EALIB: TYPE SM WIND SPEED DIRECTION
WEATHERCONDITIONSMET: Yes[] No[

NOTESAMO SKETCH:
MICROPHONEPOSITION MET: Yes[ ] No[ ]

TOTAL
MO.

NOISE fO 20 30 40 _0
LEVEL NO. OF OCCURENCES
(dBA)



ADJUSTED AVERAGE MAX LEVEL CALCULATION SHEET

FOR RETARDER AND CAR COUPLING SOUNDS

POSITION ENGR TIr,IE;BEGIN END

DAY DATE MEASUREMENTDURATION,T min.

100,000- _-- 50 dB
5 -
3 _45Noise Total Relative

Level,dB No. Energy

3 XJx 2 =11 I JI10101' 5
2 x 1½ : r I ] r Io/ojI 3 35
z x z_ I I [IIolol, -

o x , tllf oo, 1oo;! =-3o× B Oi
B :-: 6½ =J I J J(J Iol( Sum- n--I_ 3--.25 ,

,,,..11.=!,,iiiioi.a Illfl(I x 4 If o( 100 20

4 i)tt) IlJlx 2½ =llirllfol( 3 15
3 IllJiJtllx 2 =lllllllok

2 IIIIJll× ,_ =l(,llllo k 10 ,o
ol I I I x 1,'. I I I II Ink 5IlttlLI** ;ILIIIII°I_ _ °9 x 8
8 x -IIllrlrll '_='"'"'_ 1 o× 5 Illlllllc7

= r l:==lrliii! ,4 x 2%

3 llJlIlllI× --IIlllllro2 HIIflll, _ L_ =lllllllb dB
' IIIIJl(ll× L_ =llllllllo
o IIIIIIII1× =It I !111 b lo_ ,lOda

"_ lllllll× _ IIIIIIII _::= -5

°7,.1,11111i=,,,,,,,, : i

-_ 6 I--IIIIIIII
s i=lllllll i n.;.T _,_ 1 :- o_

5
4 lllll._ l=llllllll 3 :.5

IIIIIm 2 × t_ IIII I .1 -lo
z _ z_, lllll

', o . _ =IIIIIII.,I
L ° ,.a,_L ]n = Sum = adj ave max Lave

n - T- Sum-n =

dB



LOG SHEETFOR STATIONARYSWITCHERLOCOMOTIVEAND

LUAD CELL TEST STAND NOISE MEASUREMENTS

POSITION ENGR TIME:BEGIN END

DAY DATE CAL: BEGIN END

MIC: TYPE SN DRYBULB WETBULB

SLM: TYPE SR REL.HUMD. SKY

CALIB: TYPE SN WINDSPEED DIRECTION
WEATHERCDNDITIONSMET: Yes[] Roll

NOTESAND SKETCH: MICROPHONEPOSITIONMET:Yes[] No[]

TOTAL Llo L90 L99SAMPLES

100 10th 90 th 9g th
150 15th 135 th 149th
200 20 th 180 th IgBth
250 25 th 225 th 248th
300 30 th 270 th 297th

Samplefromtop.

NOJSE JO 20 30 40 50
t LEVEL NO, OF OCCURENCES
} (dBA)
L
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APPENDIX B: BASICS OF SOUND

B.I Physical Nature of Sound Sources, Paths, and Receivers

Any noise problem can be viewed in terms of three inseparable

aspects:

The source of sound waves

The path(s) they take

The receiver(s) who hears them.

Even the definition of sound (i.e., sound is defined as the

sensation produced in the organs of hearing by certain pressure

variations or vibrations In the air) implies that each of these

three components is important. In this section, each component

wlll be highlighted as it relates specifically to railroad

noise.

As Its definltlon suggests, sound requires a soure8 of

vibrations or air pressure variations, a medium or path that

wlll propagate the sound, and a reeegver to be sensitive to

those vibrations after they have traveled through the path(s)

from the source(s). A source can be any vibrating object,

such as a loudspeaker or a wheel on a rail. This object wlll

invariably push and pull on the surrounding alr molecules,

which in turn, will do likewise to the air surrounding them.

As thls series of expanding and contracting layers of alr

propagates away from the source (In the form of waves traveling

at about 338 m/sec [1128 ft/seo]), It encounters objects in

Its path, some of which reflect more sound energy toward

receivers than would otherwise have gotten there. It should

be made clear that the energy in the wave, not the alr itself,
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propagates great distances. The vibratory motion in the alr

remains very small, but if the oscillations are large enough

and occur within a certain range of frequencies, they are

detected as sound.

Two characteristics of sound deserve discussion before

specifics of receivers, paths, and railroad sources are further

examined. The propagation and reception of sound depend largely

on the apparent slze and shape of the source as viewed from

the receiver. For example, the rate at which sound energy is

dissipated due to the natural spreading of waves away from

the source (Just as the height of water waves diminishes

radially from a pebble dropped into a pond) depends on whether

the source is "seen" as a point (e.g, a locomotive 300 m

[1000 ft] away) or a Zinc (e.g., 100 tall cars 30 m [100 ft]

away). Because of thls effect, the loudness of sound generally

decreases more rapidly as we move away from point sources than

as we move away from llne sources.

Apart from the manner in which sound waves behave physically,

they must also be considered in terms of the human sensitivity

to these waves once they reach the receiver. Sound waves (the

push-pull motion) produced by a vibrating source can be measured

(with specially designed instruments) as slight variations In

pressure. Loud and soft sounds correspond, respectively, to

large and small pressure variations, but the range of pressure

variations that the human ear can detect is tremendous. A

very loud sound can cause one million times the pressure varia-

tions of a very quiet sound. Thus, to describe sound In terms

of pressure variations would be very cumbersome. To compute

a simple acoustics problem in this manner would require a vast
.r
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effort Just to add up all of the digits. A more compact scale

is needed, therefore, to describe the size (or energy content)

of a sound.

The scale that has been devised for this purpose is based

upon logarithms. In acoustics, the unit of this logarithmic

scale is the decibel, or one-tenth of a BeZ. The B_Z is named

for Alexander Graham Bell, the famous inventor. For this reason,

the abbreviation of decibel, dB, capitalizes the second letter.

The decibel scale most commonly used to measure the size

of a sound is sound pressure level {SPL). The mathematlcal

formula for the sound pressure level is

sound pressure level (SPL) = 20 log P
Preference

where Preference refers to the standard reference pressure

(corresponding approximately to the faintest audible sound),

and P is the pressure of the sound in question. For those

wishing a more detailed discussion of sound pressure levels and

other decibel scales, refer to any basic text on acoustic

measurements.

Two such texts are: Handbook of Noise Measurements by the

General Eadlo Company and Aeoustio Noise Measurements by the

Bruel & KJaer Company. At present, however, it is only important

to understand that sound pressure levels are a measure of she

size of a sound in terms that not only simplify calculations

but also relate closely $o the subjective response of loudness.

Obviously, two locomotives make more noise than one. Pre-

dicting the actual sound level increase, however, is perhaps not
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quite so obvious. For example, If two identical locomotives

operate simultaneously under the same load, equidistant from the

microphone, the resulting sound level will be only 3 dB higher

than that for the single operatlng locomotive. For two sounds

of different SPL, the sum of the two will always be less than

3 dB above the sound level produced by the stronger source

alone. If the two sound sources produce individual levels that

differ by l0 dB or more, adding the two together will produce

a level not significantly different from that produced by the

stronger source operating alone.

To add any two sound levels, the chart in Fig. B.I can be used.

I 3r_J I I I I I i I i f I I I I I I I I[ i",..! I I I I I I I I I I I I I i I t

I I r_,LI If I I I I I I I F I I I I

IIf I I"i,.i I J I I r i i I I [ i I I_ z I I I'l'_ t I I I I I I i I I I I
I I I I",1,11 I I I I I I I I I

,, i I i I IT',LI I I I t I I I I

_i F'i-J i I I II'-.L..J I I t I i i i I111 I I t I I I"I',,.L_I t I I I I I I

!I I I I I I I I I I I F"I'4..J-I I I t I
I I I I I I I I I I I I I]'T'i-.._._LJ

eli I I t I I I I I I I II I I I I I te 4 6 O' m 12

DIFF£RENCE OL'TWEI_ SOUHD L[VELI
IdOl

FIG. B.I. GRAPH FOR DECIBEL ADDITION.

First, find the difference between the larger and smaller sound

'levels. Then locate this number on the horizontal scale.

Follow this point upwards to the intersection with the curved

llne. Note the number to the left, on the vertical scale.

Add this number to the Zarger of the two sound levels. This

iB the combined level. For example, to add levels of 70 dB and
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7JidB, the difference is 4 dB. From Fig. B.l,the amount to be

added to the larger is almost 1.5 dB. Therefore, the total is

about 75.5 dB. In this way, any number of sound levels can be

combined in pairs, beginning with the lower and working toward

the higher levels.

B,2 Sound Receiver Characteristics

B.2.1 Hearing response

Sound energy is converted into the logarithmic decibel

scale not only because it ie more convenient to deal with

smaller numbers that represent the great range of pressures to

which people are sensitive, but also because hearing sensitivity

to loudness behaves "logarithmically." Figure B.2 depicts common

sounds and the corresponding sound levels, showing that 0 dB

represents the faintest sound that a person with excellent

hearing can perceive, while a sound that causes physical pain

would be at or above lg0 dB.

In addition to the meaeured magnitude of a sound wave, the

frequency must also be considered. The frequency is simply how

frequently the sound wave vibration (the push-pull cycle)

repeats (cycles) itself in a given space in one second. Some

sound waves vibrate quite rapidly, others less so. Still other

sound waves vibrate at many different rates simultaneously.

The ear perceives the frequency offthese vibrations as the "pitch"

of a sound. High-pitched sounds vibrate very rapidly; low-

pitched sounds vibrate at a much slower pace. The frequency at

which the air particles vibrate in a sound wave is measured in

units of Hertz, or Hz, named after the famous 19th century

German scientist. One Hz ie one cycle per second.
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COMMON OUTDOOR A-WEiGHTED COMMON INDOOR

NOISE LEVELS NOISE LEVEL,dB NOISE LEVELS

"I_0

'120 THRESHOLD OF PAIN

FIG. B.2. COMMON OUTDOOR AND INDOOR NOISE LEVELS.
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The human ear can detect a wide range of frequencies, from

about 20 to 20,000 Hz. In the low range (20 to 500 Hz) arc the

bass sounds -- those produced in a hi-fi by the "woofer." The

mld-range frequencies (500 to 2000 Hz) are where most speech

occurs. The high frequencies (2000 to 20,000 Hz) are the

treble sounds, produced in a hi-fi by the "tweeter." People are

least sensitive to the very lowest and highest frequencies and

most sensitive $o the mld-range, or speech, frequencies.

8.2.2 Sound level descriptors

If two sounds of equal sound pressure level were heard,

one at 63 Hz and one at I000 Hz, the 1000 Hz sound would be

Judged louder than the 63 Hz sound. This characteristic,

peculiar to human hearing, must be accounted for when sound is

measured if the measurement value is to relate to people's

sense of loudness. The sound-measurlng instrument used for

railroad noise enforcement electronically modifies the sound

so that it corresponds to the sound the ear detects.

The electronic filter used in sound-measurlng instruments

to approximate the frequency response of the human ear is

called tile A-scale, or A-welghtlng, filter. In imitation of

human hearing sensitivity, a sound-measurement instrument

equipped with an A-welghtlng filter is less sensitive to sounds

of low or very high frequencies than to sounds of mld-range

frequencies. Thus, by first filtering a sound through an A-

scale device, a measurement is obtained that corresponds

approximately to how people would rate the sound. These

measurements are called A-we%ghted sound _ep_Zs and are expressed

in decibels on the A-scale as "A-welghted sound levels of

X dB." The A-welghted decibel scale has been widely accepted
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as the proper measure of railroad noise. In fact, the levels

shown in Fig. B.2 are really typical indoor and outdoor A-

weighted sound levels (LA), not unweighted or overa_ dB.

In order for any measured noise level to have meaning,

some mention should be included (either stated or implied)

regarding the time-varylng nature of the sound. For this pur-

pose, "descriptors" are used that employ not only the A-weighted

sound levels but also a measure of the time during which a

specific event occurs.

One of the simpler descriptors that states the highest

sound level measured, or expected in a given environment over

a specified period of time (or for a given event), is the

"maximum A-weighted level" Lma x. Normally, the Lma x will occur
at the time of closest approach of a moving source; as this

distance increases, the Lma x stands out less and less above the

background noise at the receiver. For close distances, the

maximum noise levels are high, and the noise level changes arm

rapid. The significance of this fact will be pointed out later.

The energy-equlvalent (or energy-average) sound level Leq
is becoming commonly used as a descriptor of noise that

fluctuates with time. Leq involves an average of the eneygy
of the fluctuating sound, rather than an average of the sound

ZeveZ. For example, if a fluctuating sound is measured using

A-weightlng, such that half the time the level is 60 dB and half

the time the level is 80 dB, the sound IspeZ average is 70 dB.

However, the energy average (Leq) Is higher, 77 dB, because
80 dB represents so much more sound energy (10O times) than

60 dB. Therefore, the Leq tends to emphasize the loudest
sounds (as does people's hearing) because these sounds contain

most of the sound energy.
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The L is defined as the continuous, or steady-state,eq
A-weighted sound level that has the same sound energy as the

fluctuating sound level being measured.

Because the Leq does not depend on the statistical nature
of the noise-time pattern, it provides an effective method for

the comparison or combination of noises from sources whose time

histories differ greatly. For example, without Leq , the
comparison of noise from a highway and a railroad would be very

complex. The Leq provides a straightforward comparison and
total by the simple operation:

Leq (Railroad) = 55 dB I Total = 64.5 dB.Leq (Highway) 64 dR Leq

The time period over which the Leq is developed may usually
be taken as i hr, 24 hr, or a 15-hr daytime and 9-hr nighttime

period. These time periods would provide a 1-hr Leq, a 24-hr

Leq , or a daytime or nighttime Leq, respectively.

As creatures of a regular work habit, people have come to

expect the right to (relative) evening and nighttime quiet in

the home environment. The day-night sound level (Ldn) has been

developed to describe this quality of the habitable, 24-hr noise

environment. The Ldn is the A-weighted noise level averaged

(on an energy basis) over a 24-hr period, with appropriate

weigbtings applied for the noise levels occurring in the night-

time periods. The Ldn incorporates a 10-dB adjustment for

nighttime (10 p.m. to 7 a.m.) noise intrusions to account for

the increased annoyance during those hours.
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As a train moves, the sound level near the tracks rises and

f'a]is with time. If the sound levels near' the tracks are recorded

continuously before, during, and after the passby of a train, a

t_me history of the sound similar to the one in Fig. B.3 would be

ebl.ained.

LOCOMOINE

80 ; RAILCAR$ ....

]
] --

J, lOOUnlaof T;_o PJ

FIG. B,3. TIME HISTORY OF A TRAIN PASSBY,

This rising and falling of the sound level is mainly a

distance effect. From the previous discussion on the effects

of distance, it can be seen that the maximum sound level will

be produced when the locomotive is closest to the measuring

microphone. The sound level remains relatively constant,

however, as the full train passes by the microphone.

Several other time-related descriptors have been developed

to describe the fluctuating character of many noise environ-

ments. This is important because annoyance to noise is

apparently based partly on its fluctuating nature.

Suppose that the length of the sample trace in Fig. B.3 is

assigned an arbitrary time interval of i00 units. The length
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of i0 time units and 50 time units on that sample trace could

be deteri11ned. By examining the upper portions of the sample

trace, one can then determine the sound level that is exceeded

for these I0 time units and 50 time umits; these are called the

10th and 50th percentile levels, Ll0 and I,s0, respectively, of

the noise sample.

In Fig. B.3 this procedure is followed. By approximate

fitting, it is found that L, 0 = 76 dB, and L_0 = 65 dB, approxi-

mately. For this illustration, notice that the total noise

level fluctuates greatly (between 61 and 78 dB - a 17-dB swing)

and that the difference between the L and L values is also
|0 $0

quite large (ll dB). Large differences, such as these, are

characteristic of sparse traffic and close distance to the track.

Percentile levels can be determined for a specific event

(such as the train paasby in Fig. B.3) or for a specified time

period (such as l0 mln, 1 hr, etc.). The noise level exceeded

for any desired percentage of the time can be determined, such

as 1%, 90%, and 99% (L_, Lg0 , and L99 , respectively).

B,2.3 £ffects of sound

Since noise levels are added logarithmically, people often

do not understand what a 1-dB increase in noise level means

subjectively. Therefore, the following information is presented

to help clarify the effects of increasing noise. Under real-

life listening conditions, the following noise level changes

would probably be perceived as

1 dB Not noticeable

3 dB Barely noticeable, only if the listener con-

centrates on the noises heard
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5 dB Clearly noticeable, but not outstanding

i0 dB Clearly noticeable, evaluated subjectively as

halving (or doubling) in loudness

20 dB 1/4 (or 4 times) the loudness of a reference noise

level.

Exeesslve nolse can affect both animals and humans in

several ways. One measureable effect of noise is hearing loss.

Damage or loss of hearing relates to both the level and dura-

tion of the sound at the receiver. In general, however, the

noise levels required to produce hearing loss are higher than

the noise levels measured in the viclniby of railroad tracks

or railyards.

Probably the most well-known effect of noise on people is

the Interference or "drowning out" of speech, television and

radio listening, and telephone usage by loud noises. This

effect has been well researched and can be quite accurately

predicted based on the speaker's voice level (or television

volume), distance from speaker _o listener, and the sound level

of the interfering noise a_ the receiver. Table B.I shows maximum

sound levels for reliable conversation at the distances and

noise levels indicated.

Noise levels that interfere with sleep are not as well

defined, This is due to the wide variation in human sensitivity

be noise while sleeping and the different physiological levels

of sleep. Although it is clear that sleep quality is reduced

by noise events, the significance of these disturbances is

still under investigation and not clearly understood.
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: TABLE B.I. SPEECH INTERFERENCE TABLE -AVERAGE NOISE LEVELS [db(A)] AT A
""- RECEIVER THAT PERMIT BARELY ACCEPTABLE SPEECH INTELLIGIBILITY.

Distance, ft Voice Level
(m) Normal Raised Very Loud Shouting

i/2 (0.15) 81 87 93 99

1 (0.3) 75 Bl 87 93

2 (0.6) 69 75 81 87

h (1.2) 63 69 75 81

6 (1.8) 60 66 72 78

8 (2.h) 57 63 69 75

i0(3.0) 55 61 67 73

12(3.6) 53 59 65 71

16(_.8) 51 57 63 69

Note: Values apply for average male voices (reduce values
5 dB for female voice), with speaker and listener
facing each other, using unexpected word material.
Values may be increased 5 dB when familiar material
is spoken, Distances assume no reflecting surface
to aid.the speech sound.

B.3 Sound Path Characteristics

B.3.1 Attenuation of sound with distance

As indicated earlier, the natural spreading of sound waves

away from a source usually causes a diminishing of the wave

energy at greater distances, and the rate of this loss of energy

with distance depends on whether the source is "seen" as a

point or a line. This loss is called "geometrical spreading"

and is usually expressed in terms of so many dB per doubling

of distance. Besides being dependent on the type of source

B-13
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(whether it is "viewed" as being a point, such as a single

locomotive at a great distance, or a line, such as a long string

of nearby rail cars), the measured sound level change with

distance depends on whether the intervening ground is hard or

soft. Table B.2 summarizes the expected losses.

TABLE B.2. SOUND LEVEL CHANGE IN RELATION TO TYPE OF SOURCE AND GROUND.

dB Loss per
Source Type Ground Type Doubling Distance

Point Hard (asphalt,hardpan, 6
concrete)

Point Soft (grass, cultivated 7.5
farmland, crops)

Line Hard 3

Line Soft _.5

From Fig. B.4, if the A-weighted sound level of a locomotive

is measured at 15 m (50 ft) and at 60 m (200 ft), the measure-

ment value at 60 m (200 ft) -- four times farther away - would

be 12 dB lower than the measurement value at 15 m (50 ft),

assuming hard ground.

B.3.2 Sound path obstacles

When a sound wave encounters an object of sufficient size

and density, some of the energy is reflected, some is absorbed,

some may still pass through, and some will "bend" around the

edges of the barrier. If the obstacle is properly (or impro-

perly) located, it can actually increase the level at the

receiver due solely to reflection.
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The simplest form n_'sound rcfleetlun occurs when sound waves

strike a large, flat, hard surface, as shown in Fig. B.5. As the

waves strike the surface, they rebound. The reflected sound

waves leave at an angle equal to the angle at which the incoming

waves struck the surface.

SOURC(

,.Ix

_RgCT SOUND

FIB. B.5. EFFECTOF A SOUND-REFLECTINGSURFACE.

Typical large reflecting surfaces near railroad tracks

and yards might be buildings, brldge structures, embankments,

retalning walls, and parked rail cars. The presence of large

reflecting surfaces can significantly change the sound level

measured from tall sources. Because of this effect on measure-

ments, the noise emission regulations include measurement site

criteria regardlmg the presence of miscellaneous objects.

Of course, Just as reflections can increase the level at

a receiver, some obstacles can reduce the level at the receiver

by shielding the receiver from She source. To be effective in

reducing noise levels, such "barriers" must completely break the

llne of site from the source to the receiver.
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APPENDIX C: USE OF SOUND LEVEL METERS

The most important faator in performing tall carrier noise

compliance measurements is the proper use and understanding of

the sound level meter. In this section, the sound level meter

is described, along with the auxiliary equipment that is needed

to perform the required measurements corbectly. Measurement

procedures that are intended to yield as consistent and accurate

readings as possible are recommended. Additional equipment

that can enhance the quality and quantity of data acquired is

also llsted.

C.I How the Sound Level Meter Works

The chain of events from the production of a sound to the

reading of its level on a meter involves many intermediate

steps. First, the pressure fluctuations in the atmosphere must

be converted to an electrical signal ("transduced") by a

microphone. Microphones generally have 1/2-in. or 1-in.

diameters and are rated as to the accuracy o£ their frequency

response for sound impinging from all angles (random incidence).

After the signal has been transduced by the microphone,

it passes through a preamplifier into a spectrum-shaplng net-

work inside the sound level meter. The spectrum welghtlngs

available on most meters are A, B, C, and linear (no weighting).

The A-weightlng filter adds or subtracts from the various

frequency components of the signal in a way designed to mimic

the response of the human ear. Therefore, the A-weighting is

used for railroad noise measurement purposes.

Once filtered, the signal is fed into a second amplifier

inside the meter that usually has a gain control in lO-dB steps
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adjustable by the operator. The proper attenuator selection

must be made so that the maximum excursion of the meter needle

in response to a noise falls within the range of the meter

window (usually 15 to 20 dB). If the anticipated maximum level

is underestimated, the needle will top out, and the true

maximum will have been missed.

Before the signal reaches the meter, it may be fed

to an external device such as a tape recorder or headphones.

The signal passes internally through a needle response-tlme

network, which is set to either Fast or Slow for noise com-

pliance measurements. The Slow setting gives a continuous

reading, which is an approximate average of the sound level

over the previous 1 sec. The needle moves more slowly at this

setting than at the Fast setting, making the reading easier.

The Fast Betting averages the signal over about 1/8 sec

(125 msec) and causes the needle to move more rapidly.

The overall accuracy of sound level meters in transferring

pressure fluctuations to meter needle readings is codified by

the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). ANSI Standard

Si.4-1971 classifies sound level meters according to four types:

Type 1 (Precision), Type 2 (General Purpose), Type 3 (Survey),

and Type F (Special Purpose). For rail carrier noise compliance

measurements, Type 1 meters are preferred. Type 2 meters may

also be used if certain adjustments are made to the readings

(see Sec. 3.4).

C.2 Auxi]iary Equipment

In addition to the sound level meter, at least four pieces

of auxiliary equipment arm required. A number of other pieces
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ere also suggestcd for making noise measurements, The required

ple_._s are a c_llbrabor, wltldserees, _rlpod, and s log sheet

or annotation pad.

When the calibrator is coupled to the microphone, the

calibrator produces a standardized, stable source of sound at

a single frequency and at a known sound pressure level. It is

good practice to calibrate the meter before and after taking

each set of noise data, and be make any small adjustments in

the "gain" of the sound level meter to keep it reading correctly.

A "small adjustment" might be up be 1 dB. Before adjusting

the gain of the sound level meter, let it warm up for at least

2 min. Let the calibrator warm up for at least 1/2 min, and

cheek the battery level of the meter. If the needle deflection

is below the appropriate lower limit llne of the meter scale

on battery check, new batteries should be installed in the

sound level meter. The batteries of the calibrator should also

be checked periodically and replaced when necessary. If, at

the time of a calibration, the sound level meter appears to

have shifted more than about idB from its last calibration,

this is a clue that something slay be wrong with either the

calibrator or the sound level meter. If battery replacement

does not return the instrument to reasonably correct condition,

refer to the I_stz,uotion Manz_aZ for assistance or send the

meter and calibrator back to the manufacturer for a check or

repair. It is useless to take questionable data.*

A windscreen is a porous sphere, often made of foam, that

covers the microphone be reduce the wind turbulence without

reducing the sound signal. Without a windscreen, even low-

speed wind movement over the microphone produces turbulent

*At regular intervals (at least once per year), measurement
equipment should be checked out to ensure that operating
characteristics satisfy the requirements specified in the
regulation (See. 201.22).
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noise that may be greater in level than quiet background noise

that may be measured. In high winds (greater than 12 mph) and/or

in quiet backgrounds, false sound level readings may be obtained"

even with the windscreen in place. In this case, readings should

not be taken. To listen for wind noise or other false nonacoustie

signals, a set of well-fltted, high-quallty, hlgh-lmpedance ear-

phones may be connected to the sound level meter when background

noise levels are being taken. (Low impedance headphones load

down the output of the sound level meter so that falsely low

readings are obtained.)

A tripod supports the sound level meter during measurements,

leaving the measurer's hands free for taking data. The micro-

phone height should be 1.2 to 1.5 m (3.9 to 4.9 ft) above

ground level.

A log sheet or annotation pad is an essential piece of

measurement equipment, even if the tape recordings will be

analyzed at a later time. Before taking measurements, the

following information should be noted:

Time of measurement

Location of site

Location of microphone

Description of equipment

Equipment settings

Weather conditions (temperature, humidity, wind speed).

Additional recommended equipment includes a stopwatch, or

watch with a large, readable sweep-second hand; a dry-bulb and
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wet-bulb anemometer for measuring humidity; a thermometer; a

tape measure; a wind speed indicator; duct tape (or other strong

tape) for securing microphones and cables; and extra batteries

for calibrator and sound level meter.

C.3 Measurement Procedures

Briefly, a proper noise measurement procedure should follow

these steps:

i. Determine appropriateness of microphone location,

weather conditions, and background noise

2. Set up equipment

3. Calibrate before measurements

4. Annotate initial conditions

5. Take data

6. Calibrate after measurements

?. Annotate final conditions

8. Take down equipment

9. Analyze and document results.

The detailed procedural requirements for making rail

carrier noise compliance measurements are given in Sec. 3;

therefore, only general guidelines with respect to these steps

are presented here.

Proper location of the microphone in an essentially non-

reveyberant area is necessary in order to avoid misleading

readings caused by nearby reflective surfaces such as buildings

and steep hills. Contrary to popular opinion, trees do not
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greatly influence noise propagation, unless there is a very

thick stand of them. Therefore, one or two trees in the site

area may be ignored, along with one or two people, signal po]os,

low lying boxes and equipment, etc., as long as they are no closer

than a few meters from the microphone.

High humidity can affect noise measurcmonts by causing

intermittent short circuits at various points in the electrical

system through condensation. Excessive wind can add to the

noise level readings by generating turbulence around the micro-

phone. At extremely low temperatures, measurements should be

avoided because batteries will be sluggish or need frequent

replacement and the calibrator may drift. These and other

environmental conditions should be checked with respect to

specifications in the equipment instruction manuals before

proceeding to set up equipment.

During equipment setup, check for loose connections and

proper equipment settings before calibrating. Annotate the

required information on your log sheet, and proceed with the

measurements. If there are drastic changes in weather con-

ditions or a large period of time elapses between one block

of data and another, calibrate again, and note the new

conditions.

While making the measurements, the observer should s_and

to the side and to the rear of the microphone (if it is attached

to the meter). This will minimize the microphone picking up

reflections oCf the observer from the sound source.

When the data collection phase is finished, calibrate

the system once more, note the time and other pertinent informa-

tion, and dismantle the system. The data should be analyzed
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as soon as possible thereafter so that details of the measure-

ment program are not forgotten by the attending observers.

C.4 Alternate/Additional Measurement Equipment

Some additional equipment exists that can replace and/or

enhance the sound level meter.

Graphic level recorders record the time history of fluc-

tuations in noise level on a continuously rolling drum of paper.

This equipment is very useful for visualizing the attack and

decay time of car-coupllng noise, for instance. It is also

useful for identifying other intrusive noises such as ear

passbys and aircraft flyovers. The observer can merely put a

mark near the peak of the intrusive event indicating the source

of the noise. A drawback of this equipment, however, is that

the response time of the pen that draws on the paper cannot

be accurately calibrated and adjusted. Therefore, except for

nearly steady-state conditions, the noise level readings

obtained are best restricted to illustrative purposes.

Tape recorders are the best form of noise measurement,

since virtually all the noise data are collected and stored.

However, only professional models may be used if the data are

to be valid. Cassette recorders that cannot be calibrated

and that do not have frequency response similar to Type 2 or

better sound level meter specifications described in ANSI

S1.4-1971 are not suitable, except for source identification

or annotation. Most inexpensive cassette recorders have automatic

level control during recording, and thus are useless for recording

noise data.

Integrating sound level meters provide additional informa-

tion that can reduce analysis time and increase accuracy. These
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meters, depending on the model, can average the impinging noise

level over a specified period of time, provide statistical noise

level information, or integrate the noise level over the time

during which a specified threshold is exceeded.
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